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EDITORIAL
by S. R. COWAN

Copycats

Three times in 1949 we either brought
legal action or threatened to do so against
contemporary publications which had the
temerity to steal, or to phrase it more
delicately, who had the gumption to pla-
giarize articles and material which had pre-
viously appeared in RADIO SERVICE DEALER
during the same year. We won or settled
all three cases. Two other cases in which
we have started action for alleged plagiar-
isms are still pending.

It is gratifying to have published articles
so fine that competitors feel it necessary to
republish them. That our contemporaries
are able to discern fine text is one thing,
but having learned that it is costly to
plagiarize, is another, and henceforth per-
haps they will attempt to be more original.
In itny event, we can happily report that
our Managing Editor has some more real
"scoops" in preparation for you and soon
these will appear exclusively (we hope) in
"RSD".

The Annual Index

Hundreds of "RSD" subscribers, respond-
ing to our recent poll, favored having us
publish an Annual Index of a year's issues
in our January issue of the following year.
Thus our "Index of 1949 Contents" appears
in this issue. Some of our 1949 issues are
completely sold out so new subscribers can
not obtain complete files of back numbers.
On occasion we advertise what back issues
are still available.

In our questionnaire we also asked:
"What articles published in any service-
man's journal during 1949 did you consider
best and most helpful to you?" and the
overwhelming first choice was none other
than "RSD's" article "Checking Video &
Synch Waveforms By CRO" which we pub-
lished in January. Runner-up as second
choice was also "RSD" text, to wit, our
series "Legal Bombshell Hits TV Policies"
and its sequel, "Legality of TV Policies
Clarified" which appeared in "RSD" Aug-
ust and September issues respectively.
Thanks fellows, for liking R.S.D.'s efforts.

Industrial Maintenance

Radio parts jobbers tell us that an ever-
increasing percentage of their over-the-
counter sales come from the industrial
field; and that Service Dealers who have
started to specialize in handling industrial
electronic equipment service work on a fee
basis are responsible for the trend. Uusual-
ly industrial electronic installations, which
are kept at optimum efficiency at all times,
require as many replacement tubes and
parts as would a dozen conventional radio
receivers. Service Dealers who have not
already done so would be wise to scout
around for potential industrial electronic
maintenance jobs, most of which can be
gotten on a year -around service fee basis.
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MANAGING EDITOR
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SYLVANIA'S EXTENSIVE NATIONAL ADVERTISING IS

Building business foryou every minute!

100

nrr

RADIO
SERVICE

SYLVANIA RAMO IVES
Autharitad neater

bapossed just es I Pm!
IN that wow nisi KV PAVE"!

LOOK FOR THIS

SIGN OF DEPENDABLE

RADIO SERVICE

If your television
becomes a terrible

vision, call the expert

who displays the Sylvania
service sign. He knows these

complex sets imule out . . has the
-savvy- to make the

delicate adjustments
and repairs they

sometinws need. He

relies on super-keen Sylvania
testing deVICL-5 tO detect and

diagnose troubles accurately . . . Sylvania
radio tubes, the

proper television
picture tubes and other custom

parts to

restore perfect
sight and sound.

Stop at the shop showing the

Sylvania sign for top
television and radio repairs.

Liv
Of SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
INC.

SWABIA RAMO TUBES
Avtilorited Dealer

LOOK FOR INS

SIGN OF DEPENDABLE

RADIO soma

WhistIMg sounds
in your set really give reception a black

eye. Cret rid -f unwanted
noises now by

calling the radio

servicona
Sylvaniasign. H

Sylvania ads especially prepared to
boost your service are telling 15,500,-
000 people from coast to coast all
about the valuable service and parts
you're offering them. Readers of
these magazines are attracted to the
lively cartoon -type ads, three of
which are reproduced above. They
tell them to stop at the Sylvania sign

oaf4.e k

SYLVANIA RADIO TUBES
Authonted Dalf

Does your radio give out with squeals and grunts? Thencall the serviceman who
displays the Sylvania sign. Becauseyour radio nerds expert care, the ki fellow is trained

tro

of dependable service ... for the best
radio and television repairs at the
fairest prices!

Hundreds of these readers are your
potential customers. These humorous
ads, running in the cream of the na-
tion',, publications, help assure you a
steady stream of new customers and
greater profit.

There's Still Time To Cash In On The First 1950 Sylvania
Service Dealer Campaign-Write Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Advertising Dept.R1601,Emporium, Pa.

SYLVANIAvELECTRIC
RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS,
FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES, SIGN TUBING; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS
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 Gives customers a new
appreciation of your
service facilities

 Helps you avoid "cut-
throat" price competition

"Your Money's Worth in Good
Radio and Television Service" is
the title of this new 16 -page book-
let now made available by the mak-
ers of Sprague Capacitors and
Koolohm Resistors for distribu-
tion to your service customers and
prospects under your own name!

Profusely illustrated, finely lith-
ographed in two colors, the book-
let will help you win customers,
justify fair service prices and meet
"cut throat" competition that is
springing up on all sides. It tells
set owners about the complexities
of today's radio and television
equipment and about the extensive
service facilities needed to keep re-
ceivers in first class working order.

In short, it is a book designed
to win confidence for you by show-
ing customers how complicated
the work really is and by proving
to them exactly
how and why
good service
work com-
mands a fair
price..

Write for

FREE
SAMPLE

Sprague Products Company,
North Adams, Mass.
71 Marshall Street
Please rush free sample of the new booklet
"Your Money's Worth in Good Radio and Tele-
vision Service" and tell me how I can obtain
additional copies for distribution to my service
customers.

Name

Address

City, Zone, State

I

J

TRADE
FLASHES

A "press -time" digest of production,
distribution & merchandising activities

Sylvania's Educational Display
Sylvania Television and British

Overseas Airways Corp., New York,
are dramatizing the major role played
by world trade in the television indus-
try during this month in a BOAC
window display showing Sylvania
Television receivers and listing coun-
tries where the raw materials needed
for video come from.

This display at 420 Madison Ave.,
BOAC New York office, depicts how
raw materials from all over the world
arc needed to build a television set
which now number more than 3,000,-
000 in the United States. Sylvania
Television receives raw materials via
BOAC Worldwide Air Cargo Service
from all parts of the globe.

More than 15 countries contribute
materials to make television possible.
Among them are Canada which pro-
duces asbestos, radium, calcium and
carbon. The United States supplies
barium, magnesium, borax, casium
and steel. From Haiti comes bauxite;
chromium from the Union of South

Africa; cobalt from Northern Rho-
desia; copper from Chile; mercury
from Italy; mica and throiutn from
India; molybdenum and strontium
from Mexico; platinum from South
Africa; titanium from the Federated
Malay States; tungsten from China;
magnesium from the United King-
dom; rubber from Malaya and ma-
hogany front Honduras.

1,000,000 TV Tuners
Mr. Glen E. Swanson, President of

Standard Coil Products Company,
Inc., of Chicago, Los Angeles, and

Bangor, Michigan, announces that
they have now manufactured one mil-
lion TV tuners.

Pictured below on the right is Mr.
Swansen receiving the millionth tuner
freest John R. Johnson, plant super-

intendent of the Los Angeles factory.
"The Standard Tuner" is used by the
majority of the outstanding TV set
manufacturers. Forty per cent of the
estimated TV sets produced this year
in the United States will incorporate

"The Standard Tuner." It covers all
12 channels .. . gives higher sensitiv-
ity ... quick interchanging of channel
inductors . . . adaptable to U.H.F.
"The Standard Tuner" is also avail-
able to the TV service man through
his local jobber as a replacement unit.

Standard Coil Products Company,
Inc., have enjoyed a remarkable
growth. They began as a small radio
coil manufacturer in 1935 in a loft
over a store in Chicago and now have
over 3,000 employees and five manu-
facturing plants located at Chicago,
Los Angeles, and Bangor, Michigan.
Production was started on the tuner
in August, 1948, and now the 1,000, -
000th product has been turned out.
In 15 months, sales have approached
the $20,000,000 mark from a previous
$2,000,000. Standard Coil takes pride
in its ability to keep pace with the
fastest moving industry the country
has ever seen.

G. E. Swanson is President; R. E.
Peterson, Vice -President; and J. O.
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"Like having someone to run interference for me on every
sale!" Radio -TV servicemen feel that uay about the General
Electric trademark because experience leas shown how highly
their customers respect the symbol "G -E".

This is only the start of the G -E dealer -profit story. For
General Electric helps you with an unexcelled group of tube
promotion aids-income-builders every one! G.E.'s complete
line of tubes includes newest types made possible only by
superior resources in research, development, and manufacture
... meaning that you can go after all the tube business, all the time!

Unwrap this G -E dealer success -package! Give your skill and
efforts as serviceman a rich reward! Your G -E tube distributor
gladly will cooperate in every way. Phone or write him today!
Electronics Department, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

49e/ ea/VI/ire/2 co-niaece vie

GENERAL ELECTRIC

METAL TUBES

ONE SOURCE FOR

ALL YOUR TUBE

REQUIREMENTS!

MINIATURES

-clso GEFMANIUM
DIC DES and SELENIL M
RECTIFIERS. Stock G -E
100 -percent, b scve tine
and routine it ercerin
to hive the benafi of bAlk
deli.'eries from your cs-
tributor-to profit from
Gereral Electr c tube dual-
ity cnd product 343.3ularity.
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Burke, Secretary -Treasurer. They are
the three men who originally started
the business.

Clarostat Prexy Predictions
Victor Mucher, President of Claro-

stat Mfg Co., predicts : Bigger and
better TV. That's what I see for 1950.
Also a healthy radio set trade, because
TV is simply not taking the place of
AM entertainment but rather is a
parallel proposition . . .

The critical requirements of TV
have been reflected by more precise
components. Considering that the

average TV receiver has about six
times as many parts as the average
radio, the parts industry deserves a
round of applause for the fine service
records of the millions of TV sets in
everyday use . . .

My considered estimate for 1950 TV
set production is well over three mil-
lion. Many new areas will be opened
up with additional TV transmiters
taking the air . . .

Close to two million TV sets are
well over two years old. That means
dimming picture tubes soon to be re-
placed. It means occasional replace -

TELEVISION SELLS
Alliance Tenna-Rotor

*AY&Are iisre!
"5on,i)ere's the, answer\

dearer pictures .

... more stations
ALLIANCE TENNA-ROTOR

6,000,000 Viewers
Around 50 TV Stations

See TERRA - ROTOR in Action-Each week !
Works in Rain, Snow or Icy Weather!
Laboratory tests prove operation below 50°!
Special Alliance 4 -conductor cable with "Zip" feature
makes for faster, easier installation!
Dealers! Cash in now on this powerful TV Advertising!

ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY  Alliance, Ohio
EXPORT DEPARTMENT: 401 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

ment of the other tubes, because even
one weak tube out of two or three
dozen can mar the entertainment.
Resistors and capacitors are apt to let
go, while controls get noisy of flickery.

Attractive Viewing Salon
Television Viewing Salon, a feature

of the New Appliance Display Center,
completed by General Electric Supply
Corporation, St. Louis, to kick-off its

1950 season of aggressive merchandis-
ing. Dealers and their retail con-
sumers may see G -E Television de-
monstrated in modern settings and
comfortable homelike atmosphere.

Raytheon Adds 16LP4 to Line
Raytheon announced the addition of

type 16LP4 to the Raytheon television
picture tube line.

The 16LP4 is a 16", glass envelope,
direct -view picture tube used in tele-
vision receivers. It employs magnetic
deflection and focus and has an elec-
tron gun designed to be used with an
external ion -trap magnet to prevent
ion spot blemishes.

A high -efficiency screen coating in
conjunction with a practically flat
face provides pictures of high quality
and good contrast even under high
ambient -light conditions.

Air King Back Orders Grow
D. H. Cogan, President of Air King

Products Company, Inc., Brooklyn,
New York manufacturers of radios,
wire recorders and television receivers
announced that Air King was entering
the year 1950 with back orders totaling
more than ever before in the history
of the company.

This back order log, in addition to
several new and revolutionary televi-
sion models that will be announced
before the end of the year, has brought
Air King's sales and production to the
highest levels since the inception of
the company in 1921.

Philco Service Aids
Three types of biconical television

aerials, for installations requiring out-
door antennas, six handy alignment
jigs for simplifying the servicing of
Philco television receivers, and the
Philco Model M-20 three -speed record
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CONICAL TYPE ANTENNAS

Our "Lazy X" line is HOT

... feature it for
faster sales

NEW
SUPERIOR

LO

TV ANTENNA
the Leader in The

Antenna Field

95 with 2 section 8 ft.
electro-galvanized steel mast

Another pace setting development by Radiant! Hera is the popular
HI -LO antenna streamlined to a price that you would pay for just an
ordinary single bay style. This type, the HL 4 series ccvers all TV chan-
nels 2 through 13. Its unidirectional pick-up helps to eliminate ghosts
and other unwonted signals. It permits separate orien-ation of the high
and low bays, allowing each to be set in the most fay.orable direction.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
 Speedy installation with pivoted dipoles
 Rigid and sturdy to defy the wind and elements
 Bakelite insulators - cadmium plated hardware
 Electro-galvanized steel masts

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
 High and Low Bays, 2 section 8 ft. mast ... model HI 45 ...$ 9.95
 HL 45 unit plus swivel base, guy ring, stand-off insulator

and phasing line model H.4 10.95
 High and Low Bays only model H. 4L 7.95
 High Bays only model H4 2.75
 Low Bay only model L 4 5.75

IT'S RIGHT WHEN IT'S RADIART

THE BAB/ARTCORPORATION
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

 POWER SUPPLIES
 AUTO AERIU.S
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changer and 45 rpm record adapter
discs and  non -slip driver are among
the new products which are now being
made available to the public through
Philco dealers, according to Jack
Cherry, sales manager, Accessory Di-
vision, Philco Corporation.

Detailed descriptions of these prod-
ucts, and an isolation probe used with
the Philco Electronic Circuit Master,
Model 7001, for measurements of grid -
bias voltages in television and radio
oscillator circuits, are provided on new
product bulletins just released by the
Philco Accessory Division.

Sheldon Breaks Ground
round 1, broken recently for an -

sir addition to the plant of Sheldon
1-. eetric Division of Allied Electric
Products Inc., of Irvington, N. J.

This addition, when the latest pro-
duction equipment has been installed
in it, will make possible the stepping
up of Sheldon "Telegenic" Picture
Tube production to 2,500 daily. The
plant and the equipment for it is
scheduled to go into production by
April 1, 1950 according to Nathan
Chirelstein, president of Allied Elec-
Products Inc.,this city.

Jimitottoriwy FOR FIELD OR BENCH WORK ...

Easier, faster NEW OAK RIDGE (miniatures

More Profitable TV -IM

Servicing at Lowest Cost! work like GIANTS for you!

OAK RIDGE 10 -in -1 MINIATURE
TV -FM SIGNAL GENERATOR

Pinpoints any signal failure from antenna
to CRT or speaker in 2 minutes flat!
Incorporates 3 separate tuning bands and
modulation output and attenuator for TV & FM.
Generates a signal to perform as complete . . .

 RF, OSC, and Mixer (1st Oct.) Tester
 Video IF Tester  Audio IF Tester  Video
& Audio 2nd Detector Tester  Video &
Audio Amplifier Tester  Sound Trap
Aligner or Tester  Adjacent Picture
Trap Aligner or Tester Marker
Generator  Antenna Orientation Tester
 Antenna Sensitivity Tester.

You get ALL TEN IN ONE with this
extremely adoptable, precision -mode
Model 103 ! Size: 5 i.x4x2I.".
Dealer's Net $29.95.

OAK RIDGE 7 -in -I MINIATURE
TV -FM -AM SUBSTITUTION TESTER

Which Servicing Aids do You Need Most?
 Test Speaker Without Transformer  Test
Speaker With Transformer Paper Con-
denser Substitutor  Electrolytic Condenser
Substitutor  Fixed Resistor Substitutor
 Variable Potentiometer Substitutor  Audio
Signal Tracer for Video, Audio & Sweep Circ-
uits in TV, FM, AM, Audio Amplifiers, etc.

You get ALL SEVEN IN ONE with the
versatile, precision -made Model 1011
Size 514 a 4 x Dealer's Net $16.25.

nott.

PROOuc ,,

30 K - - 15 KY

evill1111.

MODEL 503
SIGNAL GENERATOR

OAK RIDOE PRODUC TS

OAK RIDGE 3 -in -1 MINIATURE
TV HIGH VOLTAGE TESTER

Accurately checks all high voltages in any direct -view or
projection TV set. Has precision 10,000 ohm/volt move-
ment, three scales: 0-5009, 0-15KV, 0-30KV. Complete
with special high voltage test lead. Size: 536 x 4 x 2%".
Dealer's Net $14.95.

Boost your efficiency and earnings! Ask your parts
jobber for these amazing new MINIATURES today!

Write for free Catalog T -D.

OAK RIDGE PRODUCTS
239 EAST 127th STREET NEW YORK 35, N. Y.

., Manufacturing Division of VIDEO TELEVISION, INC.

Ma ers of the famous OAK RIDGE Patented SNAP -LOCK TV -FM Antennas and Accessories.

Our Future Radiomen
Vocational schools throughout the
country are in the process of training
a vast army of potential technicians.
This was witnessed in part by pub-
lisher S. R. Cowan who visited the
George Westinghouse Vocational High
School in Brooklyn, N. Y., and there
saw young men being trained in a
wide varier % of op, rations, from sim-
ple ,older _ to I V alignment and
sir% 4 _

New RCA Contract Plan
IiI ne with the trend toward lower

r - for television receivers the RCA
ice Co. announced the introduc-

tion of a special low-cost television
owner contract to keep pace with this
trend.

In announcing the new contract
plan, C. N. Odorizzi, Vice President
of the Radio Corp. of America, in
charge of Service, declared that it will
be of benefit to all service men.

The new Contract plan, he ex-
plained, will be available as an alter-
native choice for purchasers of RCA
Victor television receivers who desire
protection at a smaller initial cost
than that required for the complete
coverage contract. The latter covers
installation, one year's parts and tube
protection and unlimited service for
annual fees beginning at $45 with
a built-in antenna and $65 with a
standard outdoor antenna for 10 -inch
sets.

The new alternative contract pro-
vides for complete installation, in-
struction of the customer, parts and
tube protection, including the kine-
scope, for a year, unlimited service
for 90 days, and, after that, a pre-
ferred flat rate of $5.75 per call for
service -as -needed, with contract prices
starting at $22.95 with a built-in an-
tenna and $39.95 with an outdoor an-
tenna for 10 -inch sets.

Comparable charges for sets with
larger tubes will be $24.95 and $44.95
for 12%2 -inch models, $29.95 and
$49.95 for 16 -inch models, and $39.95
and $59.95 for projection models.
Prices will be slightly higher for com-
bination instruments and outlying
areas, but the preferred flat rate charge
for service calls will be $5.75 for all
models.

Mr. Odorizzi pointed out that this
step by the RCA Service Company
will also be of benefit to the entire
television industry, including manu-
facturers, dealers and independent
television service groups. The pre-
ferred flat rate per service call, he
explained, will provide a standard of
operation which has long been sought.

He cited as an example of this that
[Continued on page 38]
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A New High Gain TV PREAMPLIFIER
For Studio -Clear Reception

Model B-50

"The Standard Booster"
is attractively designed
to blend with any TV set.
One tube-single stage
-trouble free operation
-adaptable to either
300 or 75 ohm line.

Plus Pronets for You

Boost Your TV Set Sales

in Fringe Areas
"The Standard Booster" will give your TV set cus
tomers brighter, sharper pictures. Considerably higher
gain ... lower signal to noise ratio ... 2 knob control
... continuous tuning eliminates a switch from high to
low channels ... fully shielded ... printed circuit for
added stability.

...

COIL PRODUCTS CO., INC.

CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BANGOR, MICHIGAN
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A resume of Industry happenings here, there and everywhere

THAT 1949 was a very prosperous
year for all branches of the

radio -TV industry is now a matter
of record. Manufacturers of receivers,
particularly TVsets, were still behind
in deliveries at year-end; distributors
and retailers had relatively low in-
ventories. The service trade had a
profitable year with much work still
unfinished on the benches, while parts
jobbers, as usual, carried very short
inventories of the most in demand
items. Too few jobbers function as
they should, i.e., as local warehouses
for the manufacturers whose lines
they handle. This short-sighted policy
by many jobbers continues to cause
servicemen great trial because cus-
tomers do not want to wait long to
have sets repaired and the blame for
a delay in getting a needed replace-
ment part is placed on the service
dealer whereas it should be placed on
the delinquent jobber. To those jobbers
who are kicking because their sales
curve is down I would recommend
self-examination of their inventories,
because many dissatisfied service
dealers have switched to mail-order
buying,knowing they will get better
delivery that way rather than through
their local jobbers who has to write
to a factory to replenish a depleted
stock.
Record -Speed Issue Clarifying

Countless thousands of dollars in
sales and service work were lost to
radio retailers and service organiza-
tions during 1949 because of the pub-
lic's reluctance to buy any type of
record player while there was so much
confusion about what speed, 33%, 45
or 78 would be "proper".

But, as the N.Y. Times so aptly
put it recently, "The controversy of
the speed of the phonograph record
players moved one step nearer solu-
tion yesterday", and then went on to
explain:

"RCA Victor announced that begin-
ning in January 1950 it would offer
for sale phonographs and radio -phono-
graph combinations equipped to play
the long-playing disks manufactured
up to now only by the company's

BY S. B. COWAN

.ftere,Oilon-- let fore huq.r vac; keep
fu.r.ring

rivals. A spokesman for Victor denied,
however, that the company was plan-
ning to make records of its own to
play 33% revolutions a minute.

"Officials of rival companies con-
tradicted this, one of them declaring
that Victor already was making long-
playing records experimentally in its
Bridgeport, Conn., factory.

"Victor demonstrated to its sales-
men in Atlantic City, its 1950 com-
bination equipped with two turntables.
One of these plays the old, 78 rpm
shellac records and the 33% rpm long-
playing disks. The other plays, and
automatically changes, Victor's little
vinylite, 45 rpm records made exclu-
sively by that company.

"A spokesman for Columbia Rec-
ords, Victor's largest competitor, com-
mented that his company would wel-
come Victor into the long-playing
field. He added that Columbia would
even be willing to make 45 rpm rec-
ords, which it does not like, if Victor
would make 33% rpm disks, thus
ending the trade war."

Since the Times story appeared we
have been told on good authority
that RCA really is making a run
of 33% rpm records, and that most
receiver manufacturers are designing

new lines that will include combina-
tions capable of handling all three
record speeds. It is particularly true
of TV set makers. In fact, most TV
set makers are expanding their pro-
duction lines on big combinations,
feeling that the public will invest in
really fine instruments now, having
been assured that color TV or other
"tricks" are still only speculative, far -
future potentialities.
TV Safety Precautions

Despite repeated admonition to TV
installers that it pays to take a little
longer and do an original installation
properly, particularly of the TV an-
tenna, it seems that the lesson has
not yet been learned by many of them.
Immediately after the first 1949 winter
snows had fallen, and sleet storms or
heavy winds had hit communities
reached by telecasts, reports and com-
plaints started to pour in that "my
TV antenna is down-hurry over and
fix it !" These unnecessary call-backs
cost the TV installers a small fortune
in wasted time and effort. How much
better it would have been had the in-
staller been thorough enough so he
braced and guy'd his TV rigs in the
first place. Then, most of them would
not have blown down at the first puff
of strong wind. Also, had the installers
used top-quality antennas instead of
the cheapest things they could get,
they would not have been plagued by
bent or broken dipole rods. We say
it again and again . . . . in TV don't
try to skimp and save pennies. Do
your jobs correctly the first time, use
fine quality accessories and equipment
because it pays and pays.
TV Legal Aspect

The Dallas, Col. Radio Sales &
Service Ass'n, Inc. issues a monthly
bulletin for its members called the
"Dallas Radio & TV News". The
December issue of this well edited
association paper carries a piece that
is so important we are taking the
liberty of reprinting it in full, because
it applies to practically every com-
munity in the country and will effect
any TV installation being done for

[Continued on page 36]
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*Au attfail tb goy iffo-
lujufrl

There's no better time than right now to sit
back and think what you will see in your
family's eyes a few years from now.

Whether they glow with happiness or turn
aside with disappointment depends, to a very
large extent, upon what you do now.

So plan now for that home you plan to buy
eventually . . . set aside money now for his col-
lege education . . . plan now for the day you
can retire.

Decide now to put part of your salary week
after week, year after year in U. S. Savings Bonds,

Automatic 50,v4 Ia, 5 w 5

Your wife's eyes: What will you
read in hers when she asks whether
you can afford that modest cottage
that's for sale?

Your boy's eyes: What will you
see in his eyes the day he asks
whether you can afford to send
him to college?

Your own eyes: What will the
mirror tell you about them when
it's time to retire, and take things
easier?

so that you will have the money for the impor-
tan t things you and your family want.

Insure your future by signing up on the Payroll
Savings Plan where you work, or the Bond -A-
Month Plan where you have a checking account.
Chances are you won't miss the money now, but
you certainly will a few short years from now if
you haven't got it !!

P. S. Remember, too, that every $3 you invest
now in U. S. Savings Bonds returns $4 to you in
just ten short years.

U.5.5AVINGS 8005

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine
Publishers of America as a public service.
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...speaking of
fan mail

THE MALLORY MIDGETROL IS GETTING
FAN MAIL FROM COAST TO COAST

Run your eyes down the quotes below. They are convincing proof that
the Mallory Midgetrol is a star performer with servicemen everywhere.

FAN MAIL FROM SERVICEMEN WHO KNOW!*

 "The Midgetrol is a life-saver in the radio repair business !"

 "The new Mallory Midgetrol is the handiest control I have seen."

 "I have been in the servicing game for 17 years now and this is
really the first universal control I have ever seen."

 "Your many innovations make this the outstanding control."

 "I like it very much . . . the small size, the better shaft and the
improved switch are all very good."

 "It is sure a time and space saver."

 "Thanks for Midgetrol. It's a sensation!"

*Actual quotations from a few of hundreds of unsolicited letters from servicemen.

MALLORY
P.R. MALLORY IL CO. Inc.

CAPACITORS  CONTROLS  VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS
 RECTIFIERS  VIBRAPACK* POWER SUPPLIES  FILTERS

'Reg. U. S. Pat. Off,

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

MALLORY
MIDGETROL

. Fastest of all to install
 Saves time
. Saves trouble
. Saves money
. Easiest switch to attach
. Eliminates sawing and

filing
. 15/16" size fits all sets

See your Mallory distributor
today !
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WAVEFORM and its COMPONENTS
by SAMUEL L. MARSHALL

(From a forthcoming book, "Television Service Techniques")

Part I

Agood start in understanding TV
is to know just what information

is contained in the transmitted signal,
and how this information got there.
Many of the concepts in TV,
and many of the servicing procedures
become more understandable with this
knowledge. Let us then refer back to
the source of this information, the
transmitter, and follow the manner
in which the overall signal is built
up from its integral units. Knowing
what is contained in the transmitted
signal will, perhaps, enable us to un-
derstand more fully the purpose of the
receiver in unscrambling this informa-
tion.
Action of the Camera Tube

Figure 1-1 illustrates a simplified
block diagram of a television trans-
mitter, together with the waveforms
developed in the various sections. The

Television "know-how" is a serious challenge to the con-
scientious technician because it involves not just a new
circuit or component that must be understood, but an en-
tirely new batch of concepts that must be "sweated out"
before they are mastered. It is true that many of these
new concepts are not actually new in the generic sense
of the word, nevertheless to the serviceman they are just
as new and as difficult to comprehend as was a. v. c., a.
f. c., ete., except that this time it is not "one" but
many that he must wrestle with and master. In this ser-
ies we will do our utmost to lighten this burden.

first unit we will analyze is the camera

the camera tube is to transform light
from a scene into electrical variations.
In this analysis we will confine our-
selves to a very simple type of camera
tube in order to extract the most
essential information; for we have

much to learn and much more to
cover.

In Fig. 1-2 we illustrate an ex-
panded view of the camera tube sec-
tion of the transmitter. The object
being televized is a triangle. Light
from this triangle enters the camera
tube through a series of lenses, and

Video -frequencies
P.E. To 0-4,000,000 C.P.S.

CELL Mixer grid
0

Black level

MOSAIC

LENS
SYSTEM

ELECTRON
GUN

c;

B- ogooas
VERTICAL --

COILS

A

B4-

White

\ TUBE

High -voltage
anode

HORIZONTAL
COI LS

SAWTOOTH WAVES

HORIZ.- IA5,750 Sec.
VERTICAL- V60

VERTICAL
AND

HORIZONTAL
SCANNING

GENERATORS

VIDEO
AMPLIFIER

White

Black level

MIXER
AND

AMPLIFIER

CURRENT FROM P.E.CELL
ESTABLISHES BACKGROUND

BRIGHTNESS LEVEL
TO SIGNAL

SYNC PULSES
HORIZ.- 1/15,750 Sec.

VERTICAL- i/60

VERTICAL
AND

HORIZONTAL
SYNC

GENERATORS

White
level

COMBINED
VIDEO AND SYNC

SIGNALS WITH
BACKGROUND -

BRIGHTNESS LEVEL
ESTABLISHED

MODULATOR
AND

AMPLIFIER

55.25-209.25 Mc.
CHANNELS 2-13

H.F.
CARRIER

GENERATOR

Black

Black

White'
signal produces

minimum carrier
level- 15% of

maximum level
permissible

TO ANTENNA

R.F. MODULATED
WITH COMBINED
SYNC AND VIDEO

SIGNALS WITH BACK-
GROUND BRIGHTNESS

LEVEL INCLUDED

Fig. 1-1: Simplified block diagram of TV transmitter showing waveforms developed in each section.
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falls as an inverted image on a device
called a "mosaic". This mosaic consists
of a mica sheet, one side of which
contains millions of crystals of light-
sensitive caesium -silver globules, each
one insulated from all others, the other
side of this mica sheet containing a
conducting layer of graphite. Actually
the mosaic can be compared to a
condenser -block in which one end of
the millions of small condensers con-
tained within it are connected to a
common terminal.

Light, entering the tube from the
triangle being televized, causes each
of the cells on which it falls to emit
electrons and b e c o m e positively
charged. The electrons thus emitted
are attracted to a metallized layer
within the tube which is brought out
to a high voltage terminal on the out-
side of the tube. This terminal may
be grounded, in which case the cathode
of the tube must have a high negative
potential to ground. This is clearly
shown in Fig. 1-2.

A positive charge on the photo-
sensitive side of the mosaic results in
a corresponding negative charge on
the graphite back plate. This charge
is proportional to the total light pres-
ent in the entire scene, and does not
reveal to us the actual variations of
light and dark shadings in the various
areas of the scene. It merely serves
as the starting point in the develop-
ment of the video signal which is
about to begin.

To summarize the action up to this
point: 1) Reflected light from the
triangle to be televized falls on the
mosaic through a series of lenses. 2)
This light causes each light -struck
cell to lose electrons and become
positively charged, the sum of these
positive charges being numerically
equal to the total negative charge on
the back plate of the mosaic. Thus,
as shown in Fig. 1-3, we have assumed

Positive charge
due to
electron

emission

Initial electron
emission due to

photo -emission
effect

Back -plate becomes
negatively charged

(I)

Fig. 1-2: Expanded view of camera tube video

a triangle in which, for the sake of
simplicity of explanation, ten unit
cell areas lie along each side, so that
the total number of unit cells is 55.
If each cell throws off 1 electron, the
total negative charge on the back
plate is 55 units.

Fig. 1-3: Expanded view of mosaic
showing unit area of cell clusters or
elements. For the triangle scanned

there are 55 of these unit areas.

Electron beam
focused to cover area

of one element

.A.
LIGHT VARIATIONS PRODUCED

ON A SINGLE LINE
OF THE MOSAIC

Black
1 2 3 4 level

White
level

B
CORRESPONDING SIGNAL
APPEARING ACROSS R

Black
level

White
level

.c.
THIS SIGNAL BECOMES

A.C. AT OUTPUT
TERMINAL OF COUP-
LING CONDENSER C

Fig. 1-4: How a -c signal is produced by light variation between two elements.

To Video
Amplifier

circuit.

Video Frequencies and Their
Development

Video frequencies in TV are analo-
gous to audio frequencies in AM. The
video signal which is developed in
this instance results from the follow-
ing sequences of events. First, a beam
of electrons from an "electron gun"
in the camera tube is made to scan
or travel across the mosaic, just as
the eye scans the page of a book as it
moves across and down the page. Upon
striking a light -struck, positively -
charged element the beam neutralizes
this charge permitting an equal nega-
tive charge on the back plate to be
released. This negative charges pro-
ceeds down the load resistor, R, to
ground.

We will now see how this passage
of electrons through R sets up a video
signal in this resistor. Let us assume
an alternate black and white series of
areas as shown in Fig. 1-4A. Observe
that elements 2 and 4 on the mosaic
are white, and elements 1, 3, and 5,
are black. The corresponding signal
developed across R has the waveform
shown in Fig. 1-4B, each bright ele-
ment causing a flow of electrons from
the back plate through R to ground.
Recalling that during the scanning
process each bright element releases
an electron which proceeds down the
load resistor in one direction only,
we can see why the scanned signal is
a pulsating d.c. as shown in Fig. 1-4b.
However, the signal at the output
side of the coupling condenser, C,
shown in Fig. 1-4e becomes a.c., be-
cause a condenser passes only those
signals that vary in amplitude. The
position of the zero axis line is such

[Continued on page 34J
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THE 'SCOPE
ail a modem

SERVICE TOOL

THE value of the oscilloscope in
servicing lies in its versatility.

In the hands of a competent tech-
nician, it is at once a voltmeter, a
signal -tracer, or a signal analyzer.
Without it, the alignment of televi-
sion receivers would become a trouble-
some, hit -miss affair and proper track-
ing would be such a long drawn-out
affair that few would relish its under-
taking. With an oscilloscope, however,
the procedure becomes much more
simple and sure, with satisfactory re-
sults a foregone conclusion. These
same advantageous factors, of course,
apply to FM and AM servicing as
well as TV, while for laboratory and
design work the 'scope has long been
recognized as an invaluable adjunct
for analysis of circuit performance.

Signal Observation
For normal use, where a waveform

is applied to the vertical input ter-
minals for observation on the screen,
internal sweep is used and nothing
is connected to the horizontal input
terminals. As detailed in the previous
article, the internal saw -tooth sweep
thus scans the beam across the face
of the tube, while the vertical deflec-
tion plates cause the beam to move
up and down the face of the tube with
an amplitude change corresponding
to the signal being injected into the
scope. In this manner we get a visual
indication of the type signal under
test.

Briefly, the procedure for signal
observation is as follows: The oscillo-
scope is turned on and allowed to
warm up for a few minutes. Internal
sweep is turned on, and the horizontal
and vertical positioning controls are
adjusted until a horizontal line ap-
pears on the screen. The intensity and

by MATTHEW MANDL

PART 2

In this second and concluding installment the author ev-
plains in greater detail
its applications in

the operation of the 'scope and
a variety of testing operations.

A.G.
VOLTMETER

f0

10y. RMS PEAK

RMS = .707 X Peak value

RMS ( Effective) value of
voltage read by ordinary

A.C. Voltmeter
+ PEAK

PEAK

PEAK

SCOPE

AV

Peak -to -peak voltage
read by scope

PEAK

AV
PEAK

Peak voltage =
1.41 X RMS value

Fig. I. Relatiionships between r.m.s.,
maximum, and peak -to -peak values of

an a -c signal.

focus controls are then regulated to
give a fine line trace. Make sure the
internal sweep is turned on, for with-
out internal sweep a bright, intense
spot may appear on the screen. An
intense spot of light should always
be avoided, as it will damage the
phosphorous coating material on the
inner face of the tube.

The test probe cable is connected to
the vertical input terminals, with the
outer shield conductor attached to
the ground terminal. The probes are

then placed across the signal source to
be observed, and the coarse frequency
adjusted until single line trace is
obtained. If necessary, the vertical
amplifier control should be adjusted
until the signal under observation is
of proper height for comfortable
viewing. Also adjust the horizontal
amplifier control for desired spread
of signal along the horizontal axis.

For a single line trace which re-
mains stationary on the screen, the
fine frequency control must be ad-
justed, as well the sync control. These
two controls, in conjunction with the
coarse frequency control, are import-
ant with respect to getting a single
line trace of the signal to be obserbed.
Multiple criss-cross lines are mean-
ingless for analysis and indicate the
need for re -adjustment of the fre-
quency controls.

With most oscilloscopes the coarse
frequency control selects one of sev-
e"al timing capacitor values. The par-
ticular setting of the coarse frequency
control, therefore, regulates the basic
sweep rate of the saw -tooth horizontal
oscillator. The fine frequency control,
on the other hand, is a variable resis-
tor in series with the coarse frequency
capacitor in use. It changes the saw -
tooth frequency gradually as it is
rotated, and its range is such that it
usually overlaps the coarse frequency
control settings, which are in steps.

The "sync control" is another vari-
able resistor, but this particular one
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controls the amount of synchronizing
voltage fed to the grid of the gas -tube
oscillator tube used for horizontal
sweep. This control functions best
when it is set as far counter -clock-
wise as possible while still getting a
locked -in picture on the screen, for
over -synchronization may cause dis-
tortion in the linear increase of the
saw -tooth waveform from the hori-
zontal oscillator.

Many scopes have provisions for
internal or external synchronization,
and are provided with a switch for
selecting one or the other. On "In-
ternal" a small portion of the signal
voltage which is being applied to the
vertical input terminals is applied
to the grid of the horizontal oscillator.

Thus, the sync. control will syn-
chronize the horizontal oscillator fre-
quency with the signal on the vertical
input at the latter's fundamental fre-
quency. It will also lock in at sub -
multiple frequencies, such as 1/4f, 1/2f,

or 1/4f. On "External" the sync. input
terminals are connected to the syn-
chronization control circuit, allowing
use of an external signal for sync
purposes.

Other Front Panel Controls
Provisions are also made so that

the internal sweep can be shut off and
an external sweep applied to the hori-
zontal plates. This is useful where
sine wave sweeps are desired instead
of the internal saw -tooth sweep. This
is particularly useful when sweep gen-
erators which utilize sine -wave sweep
are used for aligning purposes. By
applying a portion of such sweep volt-
age to the horizontal input terminals
of the 'scope a single "band-pass"
type pattern is secured. Thus, the
characteristics of the i-f response may

be studied and by use of suitable mar-
kers, the set can be properly aligned.

Most modern 'scopes also have avail-
able on the front panel a 60 cps ter-
minal which can be connected to the
horizontal input terminals. When this
is done, and the internal sweep shut
off, the 60 cps becomes the sweep fre-
quency. This, also, is useful for align-
ment and also during calibration of
audio oscillators and other devices.

The 'Scope as a Voltmeter
The oscilloscope can be calibrated

rather easily to read peak to peak
voltages of a -c frequencies far above
the 60 cps, r -m -s limit of the ordinary
multitester type voltmeter. A cellu-
loid screen, marked off with horizontal
and vertical lines in graph formation,
is placed over the face of the scope
and becomes the reference for cali-
bration of the scope as an a -c volt-
meter. Au ordinary a -c voltmeter of
known accuracy is used for calibra-
tion. This voltmeter is applied to a
60 cps signal from the a -c terminal
on the scope front, or from the sec-
ondary of a power transformer, or
other a -c source. lf, for instance, the
voltage is 10, this same voltage is ap-
plied to the input terminals of the
scope, with the internal sweep shut
off. This will give a vertical line of
proportions depending on the setting
of the vertical amplifier control. For
instance, if the vertical control is
adjusted to give a line as high as
two squares, this line then represents
a peak to peak value of voltage, the
r -m -s value of which is 10 volts. If
we know the r -m -s value of voltage,
we can find the peak by the following
calculation :

Peak value = r.m.s. x 1.41
Thus, the peak value of the 10 volt

r.m.s. we read would be 14.1 volts.
Peak to peak, however, would be 28.2
volts, as indicated in Fig. 1. The scope,
now, will read other voltages accurate-
ly so long as the vertical amplifier
control is left untouched. Not only
will it read other values, up to the
maximum of the tube face, but it
will read voltage of other frequencies
with substantial accuracy depending
on the frequency response of the ver-
t ical amplifiers of the scope. Thus,
if the vertical amplifier of the scope
has a flat response to 30 kc, the cali-
brated scope will now read frequencies
up to this limit with an accuracy far
above ordinary meters. With ordinary
meters the reactance of the coil in
the movement increases with frequen-
cy, giving rise to increasing inaccu-
racy with frequency.

For higher voltage readings each
square could represent 20 volts, or
ally value which is calibrated by ad-
justment of the vertical amplifier
control.

The calibrated scope is useful in
measuring peak to peak voltages of
the vertical and horizontal sweep cir-
cuits in television sets, where 60 and
15,750 cps. are encountered. Many
service manuals which show scope
patterns for trouble -shooting televi-
sion receivers indicate the peak to
peak voltages to expect for various
scope patterns. Audio voltages, too,
lend themselves to measurement with
such a calibrated instrument, for again
the ordinary a -c meter would not be
reliable for frequencies above 60 cps.
With the addition of the transparent
graph screen, the oscilloscope is now
an oscillograph with a linear voltage
response for a wide range of fre-
quencies.
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Fig. 2. Connections for using 'scope as a signal tracing aid.

Signal Tracing with Scope
The oscilloscope is ideal for signal

tracing purposes, for its screen offers
a visual means of determining the
presence or absence of an expected
signal. Figure 2 shows a typical meth-
od for signal tracing in audio ampli-
fier stages. An audible frequency a -c
voltage is impressed across the input
circuit of the first stage, and the
probes of the scope progressively
moved from one stage to another.
When the 400 cps pattern does not
appear on the screen, the dead or
defective stage has been localized.

The same procedures can be applied
to the audio sections of television re-
ceivers, as well as the vertical and
horizontal sweep circuits. Inasmuch
as vertical sweep is 60 cps in a TV
receiver, and the horizontal sweep is
15,750, the scope is working well with-
in its frequency limits, for even the
most inexpensive scope will pass these
frequencies. Thus, the probes of the
scope may be used to trace these
sweep frequencies from the sync clip-
per to the oscillators and right through
the sweep amplifiers to locate a de-
fective stage.

Furthermore, the presence of sig-
nals from the 2nd video detector right
on through the video amplifiers can be
traced with an ordinary scope. While
it is true that a high-priced scope
would be necessary to reproduce fine
picture detail which might run as
high as 4 mc, an inexpensive scope
will suffice for signal tracing, for again
the horizontal and vertical sync pulses
are of frequencies well within the
range of an ordinary scope. In signal
tracing, of course, we are not inter-
ested so much in signal analysis as
we are in finding out whether or not
the signal is getting through the stages
all right. This can readily be ascer-

tained by moving the scope probes
from the 2nd video detector stage,
right through the video amps to the
picture tube grid. The above is based
on the assumption that a signal is
present at the video detector. Natural-
ly of course, signal tracing the video
amplifiers would not be attempted if

Fig. 3. Illustrating how the 'scope
will give visual indication of non -
linearity in TV sweep circuits. A linear,
straight-line rise in the saw -tooth volt-
age is shown at Fig. 3a. In Figs. 3b
and 3c the non-linear characteristics

will distort the TV picture.

the suspected trouble may lie in the
video i-f stages, or in the r -f stages.
Since, however, video amplifiers are
nothing more than audio amplifiers
with an extended range, we can inject
the same 400 cps note into these stages
as we did with signal tracing the AM
set. This does away with depending
on a signal source from the previous
stages.

The use of a scope in the rf-mixer-
if stages requires special equipment,

though signal tracing can still be ac-
complished without picking off the
signal from a stage containing high
frequency voltages. For instance, the
scope can be connected across the
load resistor of the 2nd video detector
and left in this position. The modu-
lated i-f frequency from a signal
generator can then be progressively
injected into each stage, working to-
ward the mixer end. When the signal
fails to get through a particular stage
and appear on the scope, the defective
circuit will be found.

Waveform Analysis

Since the oscilloscope shows us what
the signal actually looks like, it be-
comes a handy device for indicating
the type of distortion present in a sig-
nal under observation. Since the type
of waveform which is secured from
a particular circuit in a given TV
receiver may vary to a considerable
extent between various manufactured
sets, it is impossible to illustrate typi-
cal patterns. The service manual for
the receiver under test should be con-
sulted, for they usually give the type
of scope pattern to be expected from
their clipper circuits, vertical and
horizontal oscillators, amplifiers and
other stages. Any radical deviation
from these waveforms indicates the
need for a further analysis of the
stages in order to locate the defective
tubes, resistors or capacitors which
are causing the trouble.

The saw -tooth sweep circuits, for
instance, should indicate a linear rise
in the slope of the saw -tooth. A slow
initial rise or a slow ending rise, will
invariably disturb the linearity of the
image on the TV picture tube, and
adjustments should be made accord-
ingly. (See Fig. 3)

With a little practise, and a gen-
eral knowledge of scope function, the
operator soon becomes proficient in
the use of this device during trouble
shooting. With repeated use, he also
becomes familiar with the limitations
and possibilities of his own scope, so
that he can often perform tests with
it that an inexperienced man would
find impossible even with the best
scope available.

While a high priced scope, with its
many added features is very desirable,
most of the ordinary trouble shooting
and signal tracing procedures can be
accomplished with the cheaper oscillo-
scopes. Of far greater importance is
the man working the controls of the
scope-he is the primary limiting
factor in its usefulness.
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TUBE

CHECKERS
by WILLIAM R. WELLNIAN

Tube checkers and their relative merits have been a con-
troversial subject for a long time. Many servicemen read-
ing the varied claims of manufacturers are still in the
dark as to their relative merits. In this article the author
attempts to categorize and explain the operation of the three
basic types of instruments encompassing most checkers.

THE average tube checker is called
upon to perform the following

tests:
(a) Filament or heater continu-

ity, (b) Heater to cathode
leakage, (c) Leakage or shorts
between other electrodes. (d)
Quality or merit, (e) Open
electrodes.

hi addition, some checkers also have
provisions for use as a volt-ohm-milli-
nuneter, condenser leakage tester, and

I el t tery tester.
When wc. cor,Gider the tests listed

above, we find that in most cases (a),
(b), and (e) are in reality the same
test applied in different ways. In other
words, heater to cathode leakage tests
and beater continuity tests are really
short tests.
Short and Leakage Tests

In the usual checker, a short test
is made by connecting the desired
electrode (say the plate) to one ter-
minal of a voltage source. The oppo-
site terminal of this voltage source is
then connected through a neon glow
lamp, or other suitable short indicator
to one side of the tube filament or
heater. Glowing of the lamp then in-
dicates a short or excessive leakage.

Bear in mind that in most checkers
each tube socket pin is provided with
a switch. This is usually a single pole,
three -position affair, and operation of
the switch will connect the electrode
to the plate, will connect it to one side
of the heater or filament or will allow
it to remain unconnected. In this way,
any one electrode (or any combination
of electrodes) may be connected to-
gether or connected to one side of
the heater.

Look at Fig. 1, which is a much
simplified version of the leakage short
test used in many instruments. Note
the plate and the cathode are con-
nected to switches as already outlined.
By throwing the cathode switch to
the "D" position, that electrode is

connected to one filament terminal.
One side of the neon lamp circuit is
already wired to this terminal. Then,
by throwing the plate, grid, screen or
suppressor switches to the "U" posi-
tion, those electrodes are connected to
the free end of the transformer wind-
ing, T2, used to supply the neon lamp.
If a short or excessive leakage exists
between electrodes, it will be indicated
by glowing of the neon lamp

In checking heater or filament con-
tinuity, the terminals of the heater
are, of course, connected to opposite
ends of the neon test circuit. To check
heater to cathode leakage, the short
test is merely applied between these
electrodes.

Quality Tests

Quality or merit tests which deter-
mine the ability of the tube to perform
its specific function, or functions, are
of three distinct types: (a) emission
tests, (b) transconductance (mutual
conductance) tests and (c) -Dynamic
tests.

Emission Checkers

The emission test is about the sim-
plest of all the quality tests, and this
is the reason why checkers of this type
are in wide use in the servicing in-
dustry. This does not mean, however,
that this test is the best or the most
reliable. In making an emission test,
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Fig. I. Simplified schematic of short -
leakage test.

all of the active electrodes are tied
together. It is understood that this
is exclusive of the heater and cathode.
A voltage, usually a.c., is applied be-
tween cathode and the remaining elec-
trodes. Note, (see Fig. 2) that the ap-
plied voltage is not necessarilly the
actual value at which the tube is to
be operated. With the filament or
heater at operating temperature, a
milliammeter is used to measure the
current flowing between cathode and
the remaining electrodes. A tester of
this type thus measures the ability
of the cathode to emit electrons. The
basic circuit used in many emission
type checkers is shown in Fig. 2. The
potentiometer Pi is used to provide a
degree of electrode voltage control;
this is necessary because of the wide
variation in electrode currents among
the various tube types. Ordinarily,
this control is calibrated and the tube
tester chart specifies the correct set-
ting for a particular type.

You will observe that each of the
electrodes tied together in the diagram
is provided with a switch. These
switches are the three -position
switches mentioned under short test-
ing. Open electrodes are detected by
throwing each switch to the open or
disconnect position while observing
the action of the plate milliammeter.
If the electrode is open, there should
be a noticeable drop in the reading.

In the usual emission checker, rapid
determination of tube quality is made
possible by calibrating the plate mil-
liammeter to give some such indica-
tion as "Good", "Weak" and "Re-
place". Using calibrations of this type,
plus coloring the three areas of the
meter scale, makes the instrument
suitable for counter work, or, in other
cases where it is likely to come under
the observation of the customer.

It is plain that because of its con-
struction, operating a tube checker
under conditions of widely varying
line voltage would seriously affect the
indications. For this reason the line
potentiometer P2 is used. See Fig. 2.
Since this potentiometer is connected
across part of the lower transformer
primary, adjusting it will vary the
secondary voltages. Fig. 3 illustrates
the "Line Check" circuit used in some
checkers The plate milliammeter
scale bears a reference mark to which
the pointer must be set by operating
the line potentiometer. Just as long
as this setting is held, the voltages
applied to the tube will be correct. Be-
cause the milliammeter is a d -c in-
strument, the transformer voltage
must be changed to d.c., this being

Fig. 2. Basic circuit of emission
checker.

done by the copper -oxide rectifier, X,
in the drawing. It should be men-
tioned that the several functions of
"Line Check", "Short Check" and
"Quality Check" are made available
by means of a selector switch.

Fig. 4. Basic circuit of Mutual

Fig. 3. Circuit used for "Line" check.

The factory method used to cali-
brate an emission checker checker may
be used by the service man in deter-
mining correct settings for a tube not
listed on the charts accompanying the
instrument. It is necessary to have a
number of known good tubes of the
types under test. These are placed in
the proper socket and the switches
thrown to make the necessary elec-
trode connections. The voltage control
is then adjusted to give areading in
the "Good" area of the meter. This
procedure is then repeated for all the
tubes; after which the settings of the
voltage control are averaged and this
is the proper adjustment for testing
tubes of that type.

Transconductance Tube Checkers

Transconductance, also called Mu-
tual Conductance, is defined as the
ratio of the change in plate current
to the change in grid voltage produc-
ing it. As an example, a grid signal
or change, of 1 volt, resulting in a
change of plate current of 1 mill --

Conductance tube tester.
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ampere equals mutual conductance of
1000 micromhos.

The ability to successfully measure
true mutual conductance depends
largely on the success with which the
changing plate current is separated
and measured. For laboratory use this
can be done with rather elaborate cir-
cuits, and separately excited dynamo-
meter meters, but with high accuracy.

As an example of one method for
doing this successfully in a reasonably
priced servicemen's tube tester, we will
pick one particular make, and examine
the method whereby this dynamic
mutual conductance is measured.

Figure 4 is an extremely simplified
basic diagram of the essential parts
only, which are used in the measure-
ment of mutual conductance. All else
in this particular circuit has been
eliminated for the sake of simplicity.

Note first, that all transformer
windings have a common core. This
is important, as it keeps all voltages
and currents in phase.

Referring to Fig. 4, the meter M.
which has a scale directly calibrated
in micromhos, in ranges of 3,000, 6,000
and 15,000, is basically a d -c millia-
meter.

The type 83 mercury vapor rectifier
tube supplies rectified voltage for the
plate. The type 5Y3 rectifier tube sup-
plies rectified voltage for the screen
grid, and the control grid.

As mentioned before, a dynamic
mutual conductance tube tester, must
measure the changing plate current
for a predetermined changing grid
voltage. To see how this is done, let's
track the electrons through the circuit.

A B A

RECTIFICATION WITHOUT SIGNAL

SIGNAL

AlAi
RESULTANT RECTIFICATION
WHEN SIGNAL IS APPLIED

Fig. 5. Characteristic waveform of
rectifier developed in checker.

Tracing the electron path through
the circuit, we find that as the top
of winding No. 1 goes positive, the
bottom of winding No. 2 becomes neg-
ative. As a result, the electrons leave
the cathode of the tube under test,
and are attracted toward the diode A
of the 83 tube. The complete path for
the electron stream at that instant is
through winding No. 1, through R/,
and back to the cathode. This develops
a voltage across R1 and tends to swing
the meter pointer. The inertia of the
meter however, prevents the pointer
from moving before the 60 cycle a.c.
reverses.

This reversal makes the top of wind-
ing No. 1 negative, and the bottom of
No. 2 positive, sending the electron
stream through winding No. 2, and
cathode B of the 83 tube, developing
a voltage across R2 at this instant.

Since R/ and R2 are equal, the volt-
age is the same in each instance, but

111110111110101111110011

Fig. 6. Circuit for measuring dynamic
transconductance.

in the opposite direction. Each volt-
age tends to swing the meter in the
opposite direction, but since the rever-
sals are too fast for the meter move-
ment, the average deflection is zero.
This however, is the case with no
signal voltage applied to the grid.

Now look at winding No. 3, in Fig.
4. This winding, being on the same
core as winding No. 1 and No. 2 must
have the top positive at the same in-
stant as the top of winding No. 1 is
positive. This winding supplies the
changing grid voltage or signal to
the grid of the tube under test.

As a result, a negative voltage ap-
pears on the grid of the tube under
test, at the instant when the A diode
of the 83 tube is conducting. This
will reduce the current drawn through
coil No. 1 and drop the voltage acrose

On the reversal however, when
winding No. 2 is positive, the signal

Fig. 7. Basic circuit of Electronamic
Checker.

voltage to the grid is still positive,
and results in increased current being
drawn through coil No. 2. This de-
velops a higher voltage across R2.

This unbalance in voltages across
R/ and R2 will cause a current to flow
through the meter and consequently
deflect the pointer according to the
change in plate current drawn by the
tube.

This will be made still clearer by
reference to Fig. 5. In this figure, we
see at the top, the characteristic full
wave rectifier form, showing the cur-
rent flowing through the two diodes
A and B. In the center is the signal
which is being applied. At the bottom
is the resultant diode current wave
form; the difference in the two peaks
being the changing plate current of
the tube under test. This can also be
demonstrated very easily by placing
a small resistor in the circuit as shown
by R3 and connecting an oscilliscope
across it. The pattern on the screen
will be shown as in the last curve in
Fig. 5.

Since this change in plate current
is directly proportional to the mutual
conductance of the tube under test,
the dial of the meter can be directly
calibrated in micomhos, the true meas-
ure of dynamic mutual conductance.

Dynamic Checkers
Fundamentally, dynamic checking

of a tube means checking it under
operating conditions. Primarily, this
implies the use of an a -c grid voltage.
Furthermore, as in the case of the
static transconductance checker, the
electrode voltages must approximate
those applied in actual service. All
service men are aware that the sim-

[Continued on page 39]
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TELEVISION

Stitinal 3Aa.cinq

with
LIGHTNING SPEED

by MARTIN KAPLAN
(Chief Euqineer, Oak Ridge Products)

UP to the present time the major
drawbacks of television servic-

ing in the field has been the lack of
a scientific method of troubleshooting
in conjunction with good miniature
portable test instruments.

This article will describe a fast,
modern method of signal tracing for
locating any failure between the An-
tenna and C. R. T. or Loudspeaker of
a television receiver in less than two
minutes. The Model 103 miniature
Signal Generator was primarily de-
signed to fill all the requirements for
Signal Tracing in the customer's
home.

This instrument consists of a master
Gseillator, 500 cycle Modulator, 3
separate frequency bands, a 500 cycle
signal with attenuator, a Modulation
On -Off switch, and a self contained
power supply. (Figure 2.)

The master oscillator contains a
stable r -f grounded plate circuit with
a unique switching arrangement for
connecting either of three tuned cir-

Nei3Ofl 103
SIGNAL GENERATOR

OAK RIOGE PRODUCTS

40---?"11111.
3

A

Fig. I. Front view of Model 103 signal generator.

Small portable test units for TV servicing in the field
are most welcome accessories to the outside serviceman.
This is particularly true in establishments catering to
the "contract' trade where paining a receiver represents
a substantial cost. In this article the author describes
the operation and applications of a unit of this type.

cuits to its grid without any interac-
tion between coils. Selection of any
coil also shorts out the remaining
coils. On all bands the Modulation
is supplied by a 500 cycle signal, by
merely turning a switch. Band A has
a variable tuning range from 54 to
82 mc, with ealibration points on the
sound carrier frequencies of Channels
2 to 5. Band B has a calibrated varia-
ble tuning range of 20 to 28 mc, with
the second harmonic of 40 to 56 me
to cover the present and new R.M.A.
television i-f frequencies for sound
and picture. Band C has a variable
tuning range of 85 to 109 Inc to cover
Channels and the entire FM band,

MASTER

OSCILLATCR
MOD. SWITCH

500 CYCLE

OSCILLATOR

SELECTOR

SWITCH

-BANG A-

54-82 MC.

-BAND B-

20-28 MC.
40-56 MC.

-BAND C-

85-109 MC.
170-218 MC.

OUTPUT

CONTROL
500 CYCLE

Fig. 2. Block diagram of Model IC3 signal generator.

and seciin.l harnionic of 170 to 21.
me for Channels ;' to 13. The Audio-

ideo position pr ,v ides a 500 cycle
audio note with tittenuator. In addi-
tion a switch i- ;1 vailable for either
c.w. or Modulation operation on any
of the bands. (Fi9,,res 1 and 2.)

In this article all signal tracing be-
gins at the Antenna terminals and
progresses a stage at a time up to
the C. R. T. and loudspeaker. This
progression is used because in many
cases it is possible to isolate a signal
failure in certain sections of a tele-
vision receiver without removing the
chassis from the cabinet.

It will be noted in Fig. 3 that a
television rect,it r broken down into
sections pertain i 11,4' t -ignal reception,
consists of a number of frequency
discriminating stages. These stages
are R. F. Osc., Mixer (1st Det.), Video
I.F. Amp., Sound I.F. Amp., Video
and Sound Det., Video and Sound
Amp. Therefore, if a particular signal
is fed into any of these stages it is
obvious that a failure peculiar only
to that one stage can be isolated very
quickly.

R -F Sections
in or11, r ri) ascertain whether inter -
t tent, 1 ir or no reception is caused

k the r -f section of a television re-
ivcr, an r -f signal from the test

-eillator, is fed into the Ant. ter -
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54-216
54-216

MC.
MC. 20-28

40-56
MC. 20-28
MC. 40-56

MC.
MC. CYCLE

500 500
CYCLE

ANT.
R.F.

SECTION

MIXER

1ST.

DETECTOR

VIDEO

AMPLIFIER

VIDEO

2ND.

DETECTOR

VIDEO

AMPLIFIER
( C.R.T.

SPEAKER

OSCILLATOR

SOUND

I.F.
AMPLIFIER

SOUND

2ND.
DETECTOR

SOUND

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 3. Block diagram of conventional TV receiver.

minals. If the receiver is not at fault,
a steady sound note will be heard in
the loudspeaker and constant dark
black bars will appear on the C. R. T.
screen. This condition will indicate
that the receiver from the Ant. ter-
minals to the speaker and C. R. T.
is operating normally and that the
faulty trouble is most likely in the
antenna or antenna wiring to the set.
Any Channel on the receiver can be
tested by merely tuning the test oscil-
lator to the corresponding r -f fre-
quency on its dials. FM receivers can
be checked in the same manner by
using the FM band on the Generator
corresponding to the dial calibrations
of the receiver.

Oscallator Section
Because of the heterodyne principle

in modern television receivers, it is
essential that the receiver oscillator
beat against the incoming r -f signal
from the station in order to produce an
i-f signal. If an r -f signal is fed into
the Ant. terminal of the set and
neither picture bars nor a test note is
heard, it is assumed that only stages
common to picture and sound can
cause this condition. Use the test
generator without Modulation, tuned
to the Osc. frequency of the set. (Osc.
frequency is generally the sum of the
incoming r -f signal plus the i-f fre-
quency of the sound or picture). Sub-
stitute this signal for the Osc. in the
receiver. If the r -f, i-f, and mixer
sections of the set are operating nor-
mally, the test generator will be able
to tune in picture and sound of any
Channel on the air at the time. Hence,
it is possible to isolate a defective
Osc. stage in a very short time. The
test generator signal is connected to
the grid of the MIXER tube.

Video or Sound I -F Sections
The previous tests will indicate

whether the signal failure was in the
r -f or Osc. sections, or in a stage be-

yond the mixer to either the C.R.T.
or loudspeaker. Assuming that the
sound, in our previous tests, was nor-
mally received, our trouble could then
be isolated to a point between the 1st
Video i-f tube and the C.R.T. Gn the
other hand, if the picture bars were re-
ceived normally in the previous tests,
the trouble wouldbelocatedbetween the
1st sound i-f tube and the loudspeaker.
Thus, by tuning the generator to
either of the two i-f frequencies, with
Modulation, it is only necessary to
probe from grid to plate of each i-f
tube up to the 2nd detector, to isolate
the defective stage. In the case of a
faulty sound i-f section, it is only
necessary to listen for the point where
the loud test note is heard to locate
the trouble. In the video i-f sections
it is only necessary to probe until dark
black bars appear on the C. R. T.
screen.

Mixer Section

By using the process of elimination
after testing the r -f Osc., and i-f
stages, a defective stage is easily lo-
cated. Naturally if a signal can he
received from the i-f points to the
C. R. T. or loudspeaker the mixer
is the usual faulty section.

Video or Audio Amplifier Sections

It can be seen from the foregoing
procedure that if our video or sound
trouble is still not located, our failure
lies between the sound or video 2nd
det., and loudspeaker or C. R. T. By
switching the generator to the Audio -
Video position a 500 cycle signal is
supplied to connect to the output of
the 2nd det. tube and to successive
points from grid to plate, and coupling
condensers of each amplifier tube up
to the loudspeaker or C. R. T. At this
point it is only a matter of seconds
to isolate a defective stage caused by
a defective tube, condenser, loud-
speaker, transformer, peaking coil, etc

Second Detectors
By using the process of elimination,

it is very easy to locate a faulty de-
tector stage. If an i-f signal will not
pass through the i-f stages up to the
input to the detector tube, but an
Audio -Video signal will be seen or
heard on the C. R. T. or loudspeaker
from the detector, the trouble must
be in the detector stage.

Sound and Adjacent Channel Traps
The frequency of a sound trap is

always the same as the sound i.f. in
the receiver. By feeding an i-f signal
into the 1st video i-f tube or the plate
of the mixer tube and tuning the test
oscillator for the maximum sound re-
sponse, the sound trap frequency is
automatically known by looking at the
calibration on the front panel of the
generator. At the same time that the
test note is heard in the loudspeaker,
black bars will appear on the C. R. T.
screen. By tuning the sound traps for
minimum bars, sound will be trapped
out of the video i.f. Hence by turning
the test oscillator's i-f tuning knob to
a point at least 6 me higher tfian the
previous sound trap reading, the ad-
jacent channel trap can be adjusted
for minimum bars on the C. R. T.
screen and thus trap out adj. channel
interference in the video i.f.
Intercarrier Systems

The only major difference between
the Inter -Carrier System and the Con-
ventional system is in the arrangement
of the i-f amplifiers. In the Inter -
Carrier television sets, the video and
sound i-f coils use common amplifier
tubes, but all stages before the i-f
section and all stages from the 2nd
det. stages to the C. R. T. and loud-
speaker are the same as in Convention-
al television receivers. Therefore any
signal tracing or trap alignment to be
done would be fed by the respective
audio or video i-f signal from the
103 into the 1st i.f. and each succeed-
ing i.f. Amplifier tubes which operate
with two separate tuned circuits. One
tuned circuit for video, the other for
sound.
Summary

It can be seen from the previous
progressive steps of signal tracing,
that a failure can be isolated very
scientifically and in a very short time.
It is only necessary for a serviceman
to have a working knowledge of the
layout of television receivers and tube
sockets in order to inject and follow
an r -f, osc., i-f or audio signal from
the antenna terminals to the loud-
speaker or C. R. T. of any television
receiver.
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SHOP NOTES
Write up any "tricks -of -the -trade" in radio servicing that you have discovered.
We pay from $1 to $5 for such previously unpublished "SHOP NOTES" found

acceptable. Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor".

Westinghouse -Coupling Sweep
and Marker Generators to Receiver

When using a sweep generator,
marker generator and oscilloscope to
check the i-f response curves of a tele-
vision receiver, it is sometimes difficult
to obtain the correct balance between
sweep ouput and marker output. This
is particularly true when the ranges,
of the individual attenuators are lim-
ited. For best results, the amplitude
of the applied sweep voltage as well
as that of the marker voltage must be
adjusted to a fairly critical level.

The coupling method shown be-
low provides additional control of the
sweep and marker voltages. By sliding
the tube shield up or down on the

SNUG -FITTING TUBE SHIELD

II ,, .005 MFD

SOLDER

CONVERTER
TUBE

TO SWEEP
A NO MARKER
GENERATORS

Method of coupling

tube, the capacitance between the
shield and the tube elements is varied,
and the coupling can be adjusted as
desired. Another advantage of this
method is that it is not necessary to
make a direct connection to the cir-
cuit under test; simply slide the tube
shield over the converter tube.

Any tube shield can be used pro-
vided that it fits the tube snugly and
does not ground to the chassis. A suit-
able shield can be constructed by
squeezing a Westinghouse V-6090-2
tube shield together until it fits the
tube snugly.

Belmont BRC 18DX21A and 7DX21-
The dynamic limiter circuit used

in BRC Chassis 18DX21A and 7DX2
was designed to reduce noise, external
interference, and other objectional
effects expected in television reception.

It was later discovered that the
noise and other effects were not as
noticeable as expected and the dynam-
ic limiter circuit could be eliminated.

Since the dynamic limiter introduces
a loss, an increase of audio sensitivity
of approximately three times is now
obtained.

All that is necessary to make this
change is to remove the 1000 mmf
capacitor (C116) connected from ter-
minal 2 of transformer T-8 to pin 6
of the 19T8 (tube 4). If not conveni-
ent to realign the transformer T-8,
then add a 10 mmf capacitor from
terminal 1 to terminal 2 of trans-
former T-8 Addition of the 10 mmf
capacitor will compensate for the dis-
turbing of the alignment of the ratio
detector transmormer (T-8) caused by
removing C116.

Pilot Lamp Tool
In many instances the replacement

of miniature pilot lamps in radios and
amplifiers is most difficult, on account
of being located midst closely spaced
components. In some cases it is neces-
sary to remove the chassis from the
cabinet.

A simple and inexpensive tool can
be made that will almost eliminate
this difficulty entirely. The materials
needed to make this tool are a cheap
eight inch screw -driver, a rubber type
electric iron cord support, which may
be obtained from most any electric

Pilot lamp tool

repair shop, and a small quantity of
rubber to metal cement.

Saw or grind off the bit of the driver
to the diameter of its shaft. Cut a
section from the rubber cord support
about three inches long, measuring
from the outer or small end. Insert
the driver shaft, after applying a
small quantity of cement, into the

rubber support about two and one
half inches leaving the small end of
the taper toward the end of the tool.
Allow the cement to dry thoroughly
and the tool is ready for use.

This tool can be used with either
the screw or bayonet type pilot lamps.

Submitted by:
John C. Malocsay
Box 184
Denver 1, Colo.

Handy Test Lead Rock
Here is a very handy rack to keep

test leads and miscellaneous testing
wires at one's reach and in good order
at all times. Take a piece of board 16"
long, 4" wide and thick. Divide
lengthwise by inches. Drill 1/2" holes

1/2" Din. Holes, 15 in oll

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16"

J
3/4"

tV It

Handy test lead rack

at every inch, 'A" deep. To assemble
merely dip the clothespins heads in
the glue and insert in the 1/2" holes.
You will find that by tapping lightly
you will have a very close fit and a
solid one. This arrangement is very
handy and attractive. It can be fin-
ished natural or painted a desired
color. The test leads wires can be in-
serted between the clothespins prongs;
larger wires between the clothespins
or hung over them. It is really a com-
bination rack to accommodate all the
test wires one uses. The materials
required are :

1 board 16" x 4" x 94"
15 clothespins
Glue
Nails, screws or hooks to hang on

wall.
Submitted by:
D. A. Duquet
Waterville,
Maine

Tele-Tone TV Model 149-B,
On weak signals this model gives

a fuzzy picture due to the 4.5 Mc.
beat signal used for inter -carrier
sound getting into the picture cir-
cuits. This can be cured by connecting
a small mica or ceramic condenser
from pin #3 of V-10, the 6AL5 ratio
detector, to the chassis. This prevents
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the signal from feeding through
filament wiring to other parts of
circuit and removes all traces of
beat pattern.

Submitted by:
Walter N. Pike,
Chesapeake Beach,
Maryland.
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Plastic Test Prods
Plastic cord pulls are available at

chain stores and are about the proper
size to fit over most test prod tips.
Since the type pulls illustrated are
tapered it is easy to cut off a small

Plastic test prods

section of the end of each pull and
force over the test prod insulator.
Cement may be used if the pulls do
not fit as tightly as desired.

Submitted by:
H. Leeper,
1346 Barrett Ct., NW
Canton, 3, Ohio

Philco Models 46-1203, 48 -1262 -
Distortion, instability, poor sensitivity

This can be a most elusive trouble
in these models because the symptoms
do not seem to fit the remedy. When
first encountering this trouble a great
deal of perspiration was lost in track-
ing the culprit down. The set played
perfectly for the first few minutes
after turning it on but then progress-
ively began to weaken and distort. A
check of the "B" voltage proved that
it was low but to determine why was
the problem at hand. The voltage was
correct across one doubling filter but
across the other it was practically
nothing. At first we suspected the

filter but it checked o.k. Then we
checked the circuit and found that
the only possible other cause would
be a cathode to filament short in one
of the tubes. It proved to be the 7B7
i-f amp. tube. In the 48-1262 the 50x6
plate became a cherry red on the
radio but on phono the set worked
o.k. This was because on phono the
cathode of the 7B7 is switched out of
the circuit. The simplified schematic
indicates how this trouble can occur
in full wave voltage doubler circuits.

Submitted by:
Wayne Lemons
Buffalo, Missouri

"Starting" stuck vibrators
New vibrators which have been

kept in stock a long time, especially
in coastal areas, frequently will not
start when installed in the set. This
trouble is caused by a thin film of
corrosion on the contacts, which may
be removed by the following method.

Method of repairing "stuck" vibrators

Connect the coil connections of the
vibrator to the 110VAC line with a
40 watt lamp in series. Let the vibra-
tor buzz in this manner for about
five seconds and it should work when
plugged into the set.

Submitted by:
Spears Radio Service
Clearwater,
Florida

Philco-Sweep Generator Attenuators
When a television receiver is align-

ed, the input signal should be atten-
uated so that the output at the Align
Test jack is not more than 2 volts,
peak -to -peak, and the output at the
AFC Test jack is not more than
volt, peak -to -peak. When a Megasweep
or similar type sweep generator is
used, the amount of attenuation pro-
vided by the generator is not sufficient
while aligning the first and second
video i-f stages.

Au attenuator for a signal generator
with a 70 -ohm output may be con-
structed as follows:

1. Obtain a discarded vibrator can
to house the attenuator. This can
should be of the type that has a
shoulder and crimping to hold the base
in place.

2. Carefully remove the crimping
around the base of the vibrator, and
remove the base and all vibrator com-
ponents.

r

COAXIAL
CONNECTORS

R

COAXIAL LINE
FROM SIGNALGENERATORillifil""

COAXIAL LINE
TO RECEIVER

70 -OHM

J
SHIELDED BOX

(VIBRATOR CAN)

Fig. I. Attenuator circuit.

3. Obtain a metal washer the same
size as the discarded base. Drill holes
in the washer and the closed end of
the vibrator can so that coaxial con-
nectors may be mounted.

4. Install coaxial connectors in the
holes, and wire the unit as shown in
Fig. 1. Use resistors of the values
given in the attenuator chart. These
resistors must be of carbon composi-
tion construction. Cut open one of
each group to verify construction.
Normally, the three attenuator com-
binations shown in the chart, in addi-
tion to the sweep generator attenuator,
provide an adequate range of attenu-
ation. If more attenuation is required,
connect two attenuators in series.

ATTENUATION RESISTOR VALUES

1101.1ARR
DOTRADICE RI AMR 13

Is I

le  I
IN le I -RR

II, Yrs
*me

TS

IN Rama

,./ Rims
31,IS ORR

Attenuator Chart

5. Place the washer on the open end
of the vibrator can and crimp over
the edges of the can. Solder over the
crimping to insure good electrical con-
tact.

Philco Television Service
Bulletin 49T2

Selenium Tester
For some shops the testing of

the selenium rectifiers can be quite
a problem. Particularly is this so
when a set owner brings in one which
he, himself, has removed from the
receiver and wants checked. There
are, and will be more, men who have
had some experience fixing radios
in the armed forces. This is some-
thing with which the radio servicer
is going to be confronted with more
and more. And then there is the ten -

[Continued on page 351
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small ad

DOLLAR SAVERS
by EARNEST W. FAIR

Successful service shops arc those in which good business practices are followed.
One of these practices is effective advertising. In this article the author has
compiled a number of what he chores to call, --Dollar Savers" with respect to good
advertising techniques. We think that they're an effective capsule in this respect.

FVERY radio repair shop owner
A knows that small ads offer the

best opportunity for promotion of his
business within the budget he can
afford to set up. Those who have tried
to use large space at periodic intervals
have seldom found it profitable to
stretch their budget in this manner.
Advertising must be consistent if it
is to be successful.

The small ad offers one the oppor-
tunity to be a consistent advertiser.
But there are many pitfalls in the
use of these small ads. Dollars can
be speedily wasted by lack of careful
planning.

In the paragraphs to follow are a
number of suggestions taken from
the experience -stories of radio repair
shop owners in every section of the
country ; men who have used small
advertisements with continued suc-
cess. Most of these have been learned
the "hard way".

1. Be consistent. Spotty use of
advertising seldom pays off; it is the
day-to-day pounding away that estab-
lishes the name and services of a
radio repair shop. When the budget
has been set up it should be so divided
that the amount of space to be used
in each insertion will permit as fre-
quent insertions as possible. Most
radio repair shop owners set aside two
percent of their gross for such ad-
vertising.

2 Pick Best Days of the Week.
Each radio repair shop owner knows
his own territory or his own city best.
Good planning requires a thorough
study to show when most people are
near his radio repair shop or when the
opportunity for their being nearby
is greatest. Those are the days which

are MUST days for his advertising.
3. Make the ads different from

others. Ordinarily, small ads are
"buried" the easiest because of the
multiplicity of them in the average
publication. To prevent this it is good
policy to deviate from standard forms

DISABLED VETEIZAFI

EXCELLENT WORKER

FROM STANDPOINT OF

ATFENDAt4cE,
EFFICIENCY

E. LayAlly

with small illustrations of an un-
usual nature or clever catch -line.

4. Use illustrations but don't buy
them,! An illustration is excellent in
an average small advertisement. The
least expensive way to secure them
is to use the mat service provided free
for advertisers by almost every news-
paper. These contain thousands of
unusual small cuts which can be
adapted to an eye-catching idea for
our advertisement.

5. Buy A schedule. Advertising
should be a regular routine of one's
business; just like the rent or the
utility bill. Rates are always cheaper

on long contracts, more expensive on
a day-to-day basis.

6. Be brief and to the point. It is
never wise to seek to tell a story in a
small advertisement. Messages which
are curt and to the point make an
advertisement of much more effec-
tiveness, particularly when small space
is being used.

7. Design for plenty of white space.
No major advertiser crowds his space
with copy and pictures-there's al-
ways ample white space to set the
layout off and attract attention. The
average small ad appearing in news-
papers today is, on the contrary, loaded
with type. White space sets any size
ad off from others on the same page;
gets more attention.

8. Use a signature plate. People
remember names of firms better when
they are written out in an unusual
type or a signature. These cost very
little. Mats can be made from the
original cut and one actual cut made
to last many months.

9. Get good positions. Newspaper
ad offices are like any other business
establishment and on this matter of
position on the page it's the man who
insists on attention to his advertise-
ment who gets the best position. A
buried ad is worthless; keep ad sales-
men from burying small ads always.

10. Give your small ad a purpose.
Just using space has been proved to
be costly. A small ad should seek to
sell the name of the firm, an idea, a
special offer or something unusual
about its business. Small ads are ex-
cellent for this purpose.

11. Vary copy frequently. Most
newspapers make special rates for

[Continued on page 37]
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Airline Model 64BR-7810A
This instrument is one of a few

which have been designed to operate
from a 6 volt battery of the regular
117 volt line. It is an audio amplifier

connected to ground.
The power transformer has four

windings. The high voltage secondary
operates the same on a.c. or d.c. An
OZ4 rectifier is used to supply a max -

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of power supply of Airline Model 64 BR-780IA in a -c
operating condition. Vibrator winding in this mode of operation is unused.

with three input channels and push-
pull 6L6GA output. A phono motor
and pickup are mounted on the top
of the case. One of the input circuits
comprises a fader for use with two
high impedance phono sources. This
portion of the circuit is not shown in
the diagrams presented on this page.

The most unusual portion of the
interesting circuit is the part which
powers the tubes regardless of which
source is used. The switching is done
;-)3, the use of a properly connected
plug, it also having leads for the 117
volt line or 6 volt battery. Thus,
when he primary cable is attached, all
interior circuits are appropriately
made for that type of operation.

The plug terminal arrangement and
socket layout are not shown, but the
actual schematic connections resulting
from plug insertion are indicated in
the accompanying diagram shown in
Fig. 1 above. Notice that the power
supply makes available d -c voltage out-
puts of 325 and 360 volts. The unused
winding is the vibrator winding, the
operation of which will be shortly ex-
plained. Notice the 47 ohm resistor

mum d.c. of 360 volts. The only other
common winding is the one used as

volt winding during d.c. operation, but
a 125 ohm resistor and 4µf capacitor
correct the waveform developed by
the vibrator and limit the power to
that required by the motor. The circuit
for d -c operation of this unit is shown
below in Fig. 2.

During d.c. operation, the 6 volt
source lights the tube heaters and
actuates a vibrator. The pulsed volt-
age is applied to a 6.1 volt winding.
The fourth winding is not used. The
latter winding, it will be recalled, is
used only on a -c operation.

When operated on a.c., the vibrator
winding is not connected but the
fourth winding, a 6.3 volt coil, sup-
p'i es heater voltage. The various wind-
ings for d -c and a -c operation are
thrown in and out of the circuit by
the action of the plug.

It should be noted that the vibrator
system is designed to work at a fre-
quency of 60 cycles. This is not true
of many car radio vibrator systems

MOTOR

6 Volt D.C.
OPERATION

+360V.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of power supply of Airline audio amplifier in d -c
operating condition. Heater winding is now disconnected from the circuit.

the 117 volt primary on a.c. The
phono motor, which operates across
the line on a.c., is powered by the 117

and should be kept in mind when
substitution of components is con-
sidered.
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NEW PRODUCTS
HIGH -FREQUENCY TWEETER

The Masco model HFT-l00 high frequency
tweeter is designed to meet the high quality
standard required by providing wide range
frequency response in the upper register.
When used in conjunction with the average
cone speaker wide range response is obtained
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iz-m the lowest response of the cone speaker
to better than 15,000 cycles provided by the
HET -100 high frequency tweeter.

The High Frequency Tweeter is manufactured
by Mark Simpson Manufacturing Co.. Inc.,
32-28 - - 49th St.. Long Island City 3, N. Y.

LIENT-GUN ION TRAP
Better pictorial resolution as well as greater

a mplicity and economy, is claimed for the
L-..nt-gun ion trap featured by current Du Mont
TV tubes in the 121/2", 151/2", 16" and 19"
sizes.

STEATITE CENTER
The Circle "X" Antenna Corporation, Perth

Amboy, New Jersey announced that it has re-
vised its center block construction by switch-
ing from a plastic center to a high frequency
steatite center.

Steatite is the material used for insulators
in high voltage work. It completely eliminates
any electrical loss at the center even when wet.
This improvement will increase the general
TV receptive qualities of the Circle "X".

RI
nwl

TV COMPONENTS
Fe ur new components have recently been

offered by Tube Dep't., Radio Corp. of America,
Harrison. N. J., to equipment manufacturers
for use in 10 -inch and 12 -inch television re-
ceivers having deflection systems which are
designed to use the new highly efficient, hori-
zontal -deflection amplifier tube 6AU5-GT and
the new, high -voltage rectifier tube 1V2.

These new components, coordinated in de-
sign to operate efficiently with each other and
with the 6A15-GT and 1V2. are as follows:
Deflecting Yoke, Type 205D1; Width Control,
Type 206R1 ; Horizontal Linearity Control,
Type 207R1 (not shown) ; and Horizontal -De-
flection -Output and High -Voltage- Transformer,
Type 217T1.

IMPEDANGE BRIDGE KIT
The Heath Company, Benton Ha'rbor, Mich-

igan introduces a new Heathkit Impedance
Bridge Kit of laboratory quality. General Ra-
dio main calibrated control, General Radio
1000 cycle hummer. Mallory ceramic switches
with 60 degree indexing.. 200 micro -amp zero
center galvanometer and tg of P ; ceramic
non -inductive decade resistors are included in

the list of high standard parts. Measures in-
ductance from 10 microhenries to 100 henries
capacitance from .00001 MFD to 1000 MFD.
Resistance from .01 ohms to 10 megohms. Dis-
sipation factor from .001 to 1. "Q" from 1

to 1000. Internal 6 volt battery for resistance
and hummer operation. Circuit utilizes Wheat-
stone, Hay and Maxwell circuits for various
measurements.

MINIATURE RESISTORS
Rounding out the popular line of IRC BT

Insulated Resistors, two new miniature units
were announced today by International Re-

sistance Company, Phila., Pa. Like previous
Advanced Type BT's. both set new standards
of performance for insulated fixed composition
units.

Biggest feature of these newcomers is their
small size. BTR has a body length of only
13/32" and a diameter of 332", while BTB
has a body length of 1-I.1" and a diameter of

NEW TUBES
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 500 Fifth

Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y., announces 2 new tubes.
The first, shown at the left is a new miniature
pentagrid converter tube, designed especially

for use in compact. light -weight portable radio
receivers, where high operating efficiency at

low plate voltages is desired. This tube,
type 1L6. is supplied with a 1.1 volt d -c fila-
ment cathode rated at 50 milIiamperes. Op-
erated from a 90 volt B supply, its plate
current is only 0.50 milliamperes.

The second is a new high vacuum rectifier.
This tube, lock -in type 7X6, is supplied with
a 6.3 volt heater rated at 1.2 amperes. Max-
imum rated output of 150 milliamperes and
separate cathode leads make the 7X6 suitable
for a wide range of radio, electronic and
television power supply circuits.

LAB TYPE VOM
The Triplett Electrical Inst. Co., Bluffton,

Ohio. announces their new 630-A Volt -Ohm -
Mil -Ammeter, a laboratory -type instrument
with mirrored, hand -drawn scales and greater
accuracy made possible through the use of
special resistors, each mounted in its
own compartment. The long scales on the
large 51/2" instrument are hand-draWn for
greater meter accuracy. Mirror scale and dis-
tinct scale markings provide greater reading
accuracy.

Six D.C. Volt ranges from 0 to 6000, at
[Continued on page 321
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ANTENNAS
About TV Antennas (Editorial) Mar.
Amateur TVI, by Rufus Turner July
Antenna Rotors (Field Findings) Mar.
"Aspen"-Philco's Built-in TV

Antenna, by John Pell, Sept.
Built-in Antennas (Editorial) Nov.
Landlords Win Another Point

(Editorial) Nov.
Need For Antenna Standards

BATTERY OPERATION

Detrola 611-A (Circuit Court)
Gen'l Electric 250 (Circuit Court)
Motorola 47B11 (Circuit Court)
RCA 8F43

CATHODE RAY TUBES

Oct.
....July

Mar.
May

CIRCUITS
(See "Circuit Court")

Audio
(See "Audio Amplifiers")

BATTERY
Detrola 611-A (Circuit Court) Oct.
Geng Electric 250 (Circuit Court) July
Motorola 47B11 (Circuit Court) Mar.
RCA 8F43 May(Trade Flash) May

Rochester TV Antenna Regulations
TV Picture Tube Chart
New RCA Short 16" Tube

Jan. CIRCUIT COURT
(Assn News) June

TV Antenna Install. Charges
(Field Findings) May

(Trade Flashes)
5TP4 (See Pict. Tube High Volt.

Systems)

Nov.

July

Aircastle WRAI-A Aug.
Browning RJ-20 AM -FM Tuner Sept.
Brunswick T-4000 Feb.

ASSOCIATIONS
3KP4
3NP4

Jan.
Jan.

Crosley 56T Mar.
Crosley 88T Mar.

Association News, Jan., Feb., Mar., June,
Sept., Oct., Dec.

ESFETA Launches TV Training Program,
(Trade Flashes) Sept.

ESFETA TV Lecture Series (Ass'n
News) Sept.

Field Findings (See Prey. Radio
Maintenance Month) Apr.

Philco FRSMA Award
(Trade Flashes) Mar.

Preventive Radio Maintenance Month
(Edit) Apr.

PRSMA Convention (Trade Flashes) Sept.
Service Dealer Associations Listings Jan.

TP400A
5BP4
5TP4
7DP4
7EP4
7GP4
7HP4
7JP4
9AP4
10BP4
10CP4
10EP4
10FP4
10HP4
12AP4

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Crosley 88 TA June
Crosley 88TC June
Crosley 9-102 Oct.
Decca DP -29 July
Detrola 611-A Oct.
Electronic Labs. 710 Feb.
Fspey 513 July
Espey 513 (See Tuner Analysis) July
Garod 11FMP Jan.
General Electric 210 June
General Electric 211 June
General Electric 212 June
General Electric 250 July
General 376 Sept.
General Electric TV Models

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
12CP4
12DP4

Jan.
Jan.

(Transformerless Power Supplies)....Aug.
Hoffman C-503 Oct.12JP4 Jan. Howard 482 Nov.General 12KP4 Jan. Majestic 8FM775 Mar.Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Jan.
12LP4
K1003

Jan.
Jan.

Majestic 8JL885 Aug.
Meck CX500 Apr.Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Apr.
15AP4
15CP4

Jan.
Jan.

Meissner 9-109 Feb.
Monitor M-3070 Mar.Fundamentals of Square Wave Testing,

by Charles Chilton Feb.
16AP4
16GP4

Jan.
Nov.

Motorola 47B11 Mar.
Motorola 107F Jan.High Quality Analysis Series,

by C. A. Tuthill Nov.
16RP4
20BP4

Dec.
Jan.

Philco 49-1606 Dec.
Philco 49-1613 Jan.Masco Model MA-25HF Dec. Phillips 3-81A JuneMotorola 107F (Circuit Court) Jan.

P. A. Techniques for the Coming CHARTS
Pilot T-741 Apr.
RCA TRK (Receiver Analysis) JuneElections, by C. A. Tuthill Oct. RCA 648PTK (8PCS 41) JunePlayback Amplifier (Modern Tape

Recorders) June
Push -Pull Amplifier (Custom Building

for High Fidelity) June
Recording Amplifier (Modern Tape

Recorders) June
Scott Dynamic Noise Suppressor (Custom

Building for High Fidelity) June
Tone Controls, by, Noel Namtrow Nov.
Tuned Filters, by Rufus P. Turner Jan.
Receiver Circuits

(See Circuit Court for that issue)

Audio Oscillators Chart Apr.
Auto Speaker Chart (Permoflux

Trade Flash) Apr.
Electronic VOM Chart Feb.
Frequency & Wavemeters Chart Apr.
High Voltage Probes Feb.
Hytron Ref. Guid for Miniature Tubes..Apr.
Kilovolters Chart Feb.
Marker Generators Chart Feb.
Miniature Tube Type Chart Apr.
Miniature Tube Bases Chart Apr.
Miniature Tube Data (Raytheon

Recordio 7D42 Nov.
Recordio 7D44 Nov.
Temple G-1430 Aug.
Temple G-1430 Sept.
U. S. Television June
Westinghouse H-169 Apr.
Westinghouse H-186 Jan.
Westinghouse H-187 Jan.
Westinghouse H-202 June
Westinghouse H-204 June
Woolaroc 3-71A Mar.

(Also see ("Frequency Modulation")
Crosley 56T Jan.
Decca DP -29 July

Trade Lit)
Multimeters Chart

Mar.
Feb. EDITORIALS

Electronic Labs. 710 Feb. Oscillograph Chart Feb. About TV Antennas Mar.Garod 11FMP Jan. Resistance -Capacitance Bridges Chart..Apr. AM vs. TV Potential Oct.General Television 9B6P May Signal Generators Chart Mar. Beware of Bargains Dec.Hoffman C-503 Oct. Signal Tracers Chart Apr. Built-in TV Antennas Nov.Majestic 8JI.R85 July Square Wave Generators Chart Feb. Business Trends Dec.Majestic 8JL885 Aug. Tube Testers Chart Mar. Cards Ou The Table Aug.Motorola 107F Jan. TV Calibrators Chart Apr. Color TV Sept.Philco 4901613 Jan. TV -FM Sweep Generators Chart Feb. Color Television-Forget It! Nov.Temple G1430 Aug. TV Picture Tube Chart Jan. Crossroads To Survival or Failure JulyWestinghouse H-186 Jan. VOM Chart Feb. Dual Speed Standards Jan.Westinghouse H-187 Jan. Wave Meters Chart Apr. Here's An Idea May
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Hurrah For October Sept.
Landlords Win Another Point Aug.
Licensing Again Threatened June
Life's Review of TV Progress Jan.
Long Beach RTA In News Oct.
Looking Ahead Dec.
More On TV "Policies" Sept.
Our First Decade Apr.
Preventive Maintenance Month Apr.
Preventive Maintenance Month July
Price -Cutting Causing Chaos June
Servicemen Winning Recognition Oct.
Signs of Prosperity Mar.
Test Equipment Feb.
The Customers Write May
The 1949 Trade Show Apr.
TV Installation Technique Changes May
TV On Roof Law Proposed Mar.
TV "Policy" Bombshell Aug.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING
Servicing P. E. Equipment,

by Wrn. R. Wellman Oct.
Servicing P. E. Equipment,

by Wm. R. Wellman Dec.

FEATURES
A Klystron TV Sweep Generator,

by Allan Lytel Sept.
A New Phono Pickup,

by Ralph M. Baruch Jan.
A New TV & FM Sweep Generator,

by Allan Lytel Aug.
"Aspen"-Philco's Bulit-in TV Antenna,

by John Pell Sept.
Audio Oscillators Apr.
A Wide -range Impedance Bridge,

by Rufus P. Turner Nov.
Capacitance Bridges,

by Wm. R. Wellman Aug.
Ceramic Piezo-Electric Devices Aug.
Checking Video & Synch Waveforms

Using A CRO, by S. L. Marshall Jan.
Connecting 45 RPM Players to

Receivers May
Custom Building for High Fidelity,

by David T. Armstrong June
Direct View Enlarging Lens,

by Allan Lytel June
Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Jan.
Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Apr.
Frequency & Wave Meters Apr.
Fundamentals of Square Wave Testing,

by Charles Chilton Feb.
High Quality Analysis Series,

by C. A. Tuthill Nov.
High Quality Tuner Analysis,

by T. L. Harkwell July
Income Tax Filing,

by Betty Lee Gough Feb.
Income Tax Problems,

by Betty Lee Gough Jan.
Ladders, Their Use & Care,

by 0. H. Jungrenn Nov.
Legal Bombshell Hits TV Service

"Policies" Aug.
Legality of TV "Policies" Clarified Sept.
Markers For Visual Alignment,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum Mar.
Miniature Tube Reference Charts Apr.

Modern Electronic VOM,
by Allan Lytel Dec.

Modern Tape Recorders,
by C. A. Tuthill May

Modern Tape Recorders,
by C. A. Tuthill June

New TV Test Equipment,
by Allan Lytel Apr.

New TV Test Equipment,
by Allan Lytel May

P. A. Techniques for the Coming
Elections, by C. A. Tuthill Oct.

Picture Tube High Voltage System,
by Allan Lytel July

Projection TV (RCA System) Mar.
Resistance Capacitance Bridges Apr.
Servicing P. E. Equipment,

by Wm. R. Wellman Oct.
Servicing P. E. Equipment,

by Wm. R. Wellman Dec.
Servicing Sound IF Stages in TV

& FM Sets, by Matthew Mandl Dec.
Signal Generators Mar.
Signal Tracers Apr.
16" Conversion Kits,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum Oct.
Test Equipment Symposium Feb.
The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum Feb.
The Kay Megaliner, by Allan Lytel Oct.
The 'Scope as a Modern Service Tool,

by Matthew Mandl Nov
Tone Controls, by Noel Namtrow Nov.
Transformerless Power Supplies Aug.
Transistors & The Serviceman,

by Rufus P. Turner May
Tube Testers Mar.
Tuned Filters, by Rufus P. Turner Jan.
TV Calibrator Apr.
TV Kilovolters, by Rufus P. Turner Mar.
TV Picture Tube Chart Jan.
TV Quiz No. 1 (for 1949)

by David Gnessin Apr.
TV Quiz No. 2, by David Gnessin May
TV Quiz No. 3, by David Gnessin June
TV Quiz No. 4, by David Gnessin Aug.
TV Truck Solves Installation Problems,

by I. Shyke Dec.
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters,

by Wm. R. Wellman Feb.
Volt-Ohm-Milliameters,

by Wm. R. Wellman Mar.

F.M.
Airadio 3100 FM May
Arvin 182TFM (AM -FM) May
Brunswick T-4000 (AM -FM) Feb.
Crosley 88T (AM -FM) Mar.
Crosley 88TA (FM -AM) June
Crosley 88TC (FM -AM) June
"Custom Building for High Fidelity" June
Espey 513 (AM -FM) June
Garod 11FMP (AM -FM) Jan.
Gen'l Elec. 210 (AM -FM) tune
Gen'l Elec. 211 (AM -FM) June
Gen'l Elec. 212 (AM -FM) June
Gen'l Elec. 376 (AM -FM) Sept.
Majestic 8FM775 (AM -FM) Mar.
Meck OC 500 FM Tuner Apr.
Meissner 9-1091 FM Tuner Feb.
Monitor M-3070 (AM -FM) Mar.
Philco 48-1264 (AM -FM) May
Philco 49-1606 Dec.
Philco 49-1613 (AM -FM) Jan.

Phillips 3-81A (AM -FM) June
RCA 8T241 Dec.
RCA 8T242 Dec.
Recordio 7D42 Nov.
Recordio 7D44 Nov.
Temple G-1430 Aug.
Temple G-1430 (AM -FM) Sept.
Westinghouse H-202 (AM -FM) June
Westinghouse H-204 (AM -FM) June
Westinghouse H-169 (AM -FM) Apr.
Woolaroc 3-71A (AM -FM) Mar.
Zenith 28-F20 Dec.

GENERAL INTEREST
A New Phono Pickup Jan.
Business Trends (Editorial) Dec.
Color Television-Forget It!

(Editorial) Nov.
DuMont UHF -VHF Program

(Trade Flashes) Oct.
Field Findings Jan.
G. E. Merchandising Display

(Trade Flashes) Apr.
G. E. Offers TV Course

(Trade Flashes) June
How To Get TV Training

(Field Findings) July
Hytron First Prize Winner

(Trade Flashes) Feb.
Income Tax Filing, by B. L. Gough Feb.
Income Tax Problems, by B. L. Gough Jan.
Legal Aspects of P. A.

(Field Findings) Mar.
Legality of TV "Policies" Clarified Sept..
Let Others Pay for Your TV Training

(Field Findings) July
Looking Ahead (Editorial) Dec.
March Tube Sales Figures

(Trade Flashes) June
National Preventive Radio Maintenance

Month Proposed (Field Findings) June
New Mobile Service (Trade Flashes) Oct.
N.Y.C. Contested on Sound Ban

(Trade Flashes) Mar.
Pre-recorded Wire Spools

(Trade Flashes) Apr.
Projection Television, by Allan Lytel Mar.
RCA Announces Insurance Plan

(Trade Flashes) Oct.
RCA 45RPM Record Player

(Field Findings) Mar.
RMA Production Figures Jan -June 1949

(Trade Flashes) Sept.
RMA Set Production Report

(Trade Flashes) Mar.
RMA Fights Ordinances Jan.
Rochester TV Antenna Regulations

(Ass'n News) June
Rules for Ladders, their safety, care

& use Nov.
Suicidal Practices Causing Recession

(Field Findings) July
Sylvania Announces TV Set Line

(Trade Flashes) July
Trade Flashes Jan.
Trade Flashes Feb.
Trade Flashes Mar.
Trade Flashes Apr.
Trade Flashes May
Trade Flashes June
Trade Flashes July
Trade Flashes Aug.
Trade Flashes Sept.
Trade Flashes Oct.
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Trade Flashes Nov.
Trade Flashes Dec.
Trade Show In Review

(Field Findings) June
Transistors & The Serviceman,

by Rufus P. Turner May
TV Prognostications (Trade Flashes) Feb.
TV Truck Solves Installation Problems,

by I. Shyke Dec.

INVERSE FEEDBACK
Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Jan.
Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Apr.

LITERATURE & BOOK
REVIEWS
Advances in Printed Circuits,

Bur. of Stand. Mar.
Amplification & Distribution of Sound

(Greenless) Aug.
Amphenol Eng News Mar.
Auto. Record Changer Serv. Manual

(Sams) Aug.
Conical Antennas (Telrex, Inc.) Aug.
Charges of TV Service & Repairs

(Philco) Aug.
Field Findings Trade Show In Review June
Field Findings Trade Show in Review July
Helpful Data on Precision Resistors

(Shallcross) Aug.
Installation & Servicing of Low Power

P.A. Systems, by John F. Rider (Br.) Feb.
Mallory TV Service Encyclopedia Aug
Miniature Tube Data (Raytheon) Mar.
New Catalog by Amphenol Aug.
Output Transf. Chart (Standard

Transf. Corp.) Aug.
Plugs & Connectors Data Sheet

(Cannon) Aug.
Radio & TV Accessory Guide

(G. E. Co.) Aug.
Radio Servicing Theory & Practice,

by A. Marcus (Br.) Feb.
Radio TV Service Policy (Bendix) Mar.
RCA TV Components for Kinescope

16AP4 (RCA) Aug.
Rider's Manual (Rider Pub., Inc.) Aug.
Servicing the Modern Car Radio,

by A. L. Hurlburt (Br.) Feb.
Socket & Mounting Notes (Raytheon) Mar.
Sylvania News (Sylvania) Mar.
The CR Tube & Typical Applications

(DuMont) Aug.
The Idea Behind RCA 45RPM Player

(RCA) Aug.
TV Manual Vol. 3 (Rider Pub. Inc.) Oct.
TV Receiving Antennas (Crosley) Mar.
Vibrator Handbook (Mallory) Aug.

MANAGEMENT
Call In The BBB (Field Findings) Nov.
Income Tax Filing,

liy Betty Lee Gough Feb.
Income Tax Problems,

by Betty Lee Gough Jan.
Retailers Abandoning Service

(Field Findings) Nov.
Suicidal Practices (Field Findings) July

MICROPHONES &
PICKUPS

A New Phono Pickup,
by Ralph M. Baruch Jan.

Ceramic Piezo-Electric Devices Aug.
E -V Sales & Service Kit Mar.
General Elec. Replacing Stylus Dec.

PHASE INVERSION
Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Jan.
Feedback & Phase Inversion,

by C. A. Tuthill Apr.
Phase Inversion ( Majestic 8JL885 ) Aug.

PICKUPS
(See Microphones & Pickups)

POWER SUPPLIES
16" Conversion Kit,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum Oct.
Picture Tube High Voltage Systems July
Transformerless Power Supplies Aug.
Turned Filters Jan.

PUBLIC ADDRESS
(See "Audio Amplifiers")

QUIZ
TV Quiz No. 1 (for 1949,)

by David Gnessin Apr.
TV Quiz No. 2, by David Gnessin May
TV Quiz No. 3, by David Gnessin June
TV Quiz No. 4, by David Gnessin Aug.

RECORD PLAYERS
A New Phono Pickup,

by Ralph M. Baruch Jan.
Ceramic Piezo-Electric Devices Aug.
Connecting 45RPM Players to

Receivers May
Editorial on "Record Speeds" Jan.
Modern Tape Recorders,

by C. A. Tuthill May
Modern Tape Recorders,

by C. A. Tuthill June
New Record Speeds (Field Findings) Jan.

REFLEXING
G. E. 210, 211, 212 (Circuit Court) June

SERVICING
(See "Television")

(See "Test Equipment")

SHOP NOTES
Adding Bias to Convert. Grid of

G. E. 810 June
Adding Bias to Convert. Grid of

G. E. 811 June
Adding Bias to Convert. Grid of

G. E. 814 June
Admiral "30"-Interference of

Channel 7 on 5 Dec.
Admiral 49C8-2 Tuner Has

Frequency Drift Aug.

Alignment of Philco "Aspen" Antenna Sept.
Alignment of RCA 8BX5 Aug.
Alignment of RCA 8BX54 Aug.
Alignment of RCA BX55 Aug.
Alignment of Tube Base Connectors Dec.
Alignment of Westinghouse H-196 Aug.
Alignment of Westinghouse H-207 Aug.
Alignment of Westinghouse H-217 Aug.
Artificial Loop for Philco 46-1213 Aug.
Artificial Loop for Philco 48-1270 Aug.
"Aspen" Alignment Sept.
A Utility Heater Dec.
Bendix AD/DC Chassis -Tube Failures Dec.
Bendix 75 Series-Hum Level

Reduction Aug.
Circuit & Pickup Noise Reduction In

Kaiser -Frazer 1949 Auto Radios July
Cleaning Condensers Dec.
Clips-New Uses for Pee Wees Aug.
Control Shaft Fitting KaiserFrazer

1949 Sets July
Dead Receiver Check for 1949 Kaiser-

Frazers July
Delco AC/DC Portables-

Hum Elimination Dec.
Demagnetizing Hint Aug.
Distortion in Philco 37.650 May
Firestone 4.-A-62, Oscillation May
Frequency Drift Eliminated in

Admiral 49C8-2 Tuners Dec.
G. E.-Replacing Stylus Dec.
G.E. 810-Adding Bias to Cony. Grid June
G.E. 811-Adding Bias to Cony. Grid June
G.E. 814-Adding Bias to Cony. Grid June
G.E. 150-Oscillation Aug.
Grounding Poor on Westinghouse

H-127 CRT
Housing Miniature Tube

Base Straightener Aug.
Hum Elim. in Delco AC/DC Portables Dec.
Hum Level Reduction in Bendix

75 Series
Insulated Handles on Tools
Interference on cert. freqs.

RCA 711V1
Interference on cert. freqs.

RCA 711V2
Interference on cert. freqs.

RCA 711V3
Interfer. of Chan. 5 by Chan. 7-

Admiral "30'
Jar Wheel Dispenser
Kaiser & Frazer 1949 Auto Radios:

Control Shaft Fitting
Dead Receiver
Circuit and Pickup Noise
Pushbutton Sticking
Noise Rattle Elimination July

Loosened Radio Tube Base Repairing Dec.
Motorola VT71-1B3GT "Gimmick" Dec.
Noise Rattle Elim. in 1949 Kaiser -

Frazer
Oscillation in Firestone 4-A-62
Oscillation in G.E. 150
Pee Wee Clips-New Uses
Philco "Aspen" Antenna Alignment....Sept.
Philco 37-650-Distortion May
Philco 46 -1213 --Artificial Loop Aug.
Philco 48-1270-Artificial Loop Aug.
Pushbutton Sticking-Kaiser-Frazer July
RCA 711V1-Interference on

cert. freqs. May
RCA 711V2-Interference on

cert. freqs. May

Dec.

Aug.
May

May

May

May

Dec.
Aug.

July
May
Aug.
Aug.
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RCA 711V3 -Interference on
cert. freqs. May

RCA 8BX5-Alignment Aug.
RCA 8BX54-Alignment Aug.
RCA 8BX55-Alignment Aug.
Repairing Loose Tube Bases Dec.
Sensitivity Control -Westinghouse

H-196DX Aug.
Sticking Pushbuttons -Kaiser -Frazer July
Simplifying Alignment of Tube

Base Connectors Dec.
Tube Failures-Bendix AC/DC Dec.
Tube Base Connector Alignment Dec.
Tools -Insulating Handles May
Tuner-Freq. Drift in Admiral. 49C8-2 Dec.
Westinghouse H -127 -Poor Grounding

of CRT Dec.
Westinghouse H -196 -Alignment Aug.
Westinghouse H -207 -Alignment Aug.
Westinghouse H -217 -Alignment Aug.
Westinghouse H-196DZ--Sensitivity

Control Aug.
Zenith 3 -way Portable, Chassis

5537; dead Aug.

TELEVISION
General
Amateur TVI, by Rufus P. Turner
A New FM & TV Sweep Generator,

by Allan Lytel
A New TV -FM Sweep Generator,

by L. S. Rich
Color Television -Forget It!

(Editorial)
DC Television (Trade Flashes)
Direct View Enlarging Lens,

by Allan Lytel
Field Findings
High Voltage Probes
Kilovolters
Manson's Views on TV
Markers for Visual Alignment,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum
Multimeters
New TV Test Equipment,

bly Allan Lytel
New TV Test Equipment,

by Allan Lytel
RCA Projection TV System,

by Allan Lytel
Signal Generators
Signal Tracers
Sixteen Inch Conversion Kit,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum
Test Equipment Charts
Test Equipment Charts
Test Equipment Charts
Test Equipment Symposium
Test Equipment Symposium
Test Equipment Symposium
The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum Feb.
The 'Scope As a Modern Service Tool,

by Matthew Mandl Nov.
Transformerless Power Supplies Aug.
TV Kilovbltmeters, by Rufus P Turner Mar.
TV Picture Tube Chart Jan.
TV Set Shipments (Trade Flashes) Apr.
TV Truck Solves Installation Problems,

by I. Shyke Dec.
TV Quiz No. 1 for 1949,

by David Gnessin Apr.
TV Quiz No. 2, by David Gnessin May
TV Quiz No. 3, by David Gnessin June
TV Quiz No. 4, by David Gnessin Aug.

July

Aug.

May

Nov
Apr.

June
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Feb.

Apr.

May

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Oct.
Feb.
Mar.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

TELEVISION
Servicing
A Klystron TV Sweep Generator,

by Allan Lytel Sept.
Amateur TVI, by Rufus P. Turner July
A New TV -FM Sweep Generator,

by L. S. Rich May
Checking Video & Synch Waveforms

Using a CRO, by S. L. Marshall Jan.
Frequency & Wave Meters Apr.
High Voltage Probes Feb.
Kilovolters Feb.
Marker Generators Feb.
Markers for Visual Alignment,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum Mar.
Multimeters Feb.
New TV Test Equipment,

by Allan Lytel Apr.
New TV Test Equipment,

by Allan Lytel May
Oscillographs Feb.
Projection TV Systems,

by Allan Lytel Mar.
Servicing Sound IF Stages In TV &

FM Receivers, by Matthew Mandl Dec.
Signal Generators Mar.
Squares Wave Generators Feb.
The Kay Megaliner, by Allan Lytel Oct.
The 'Scope as a Modern Service Tool,

by Matthew Mandl Nov.
Transformerless Power Supplies Aug.
TV Calibrator Apr.
TV -FM Sweep Generators Feb.
TV Kilovolters, by Rufus P. Turner Mar.

Projection
Projection Television, by Allan Lytel Mar.
Direct View Enlarging Lens,

by Allan Lytel June
Quizzes

(See "Quiz")

TEST EQUIPMENT
A Klystron TV Sweep Generator,

by Allan Lytel Sept.
A New TV & FM Sweep Generator,

by L. S. Rich May
A New TV -FM Sweep Generator,

by Allan Lytel Aug.
A Wide -range Impedance Bridge,

by Rufus P. Turner Nov.
Capacitance Bridges,

by Wm. R. Wellman Aug.
Checking Video & Synch Waveforms

Using a CRO, by S. L. Marshall ....Jan.
Grid Dip Adapter -A New Aid to Rapid

Servicing, by Douglas H. Carpenter Nov.
High Voltage Probes Feb.
Kilovolters
Marker Generators
Markers for Visual Alignment,

by Walter H. Buchsbaum
Modern Electronic VOM,

by Allan Lytel
Multimeters
New TV Test Equipment,

by Allan Lytel
New TV Test Equipment,

by Allan Lytel
Signal Generator Design,

by Douglas H. Carpenter
Square Wave Generators
Test Equipment Symposium

Feb.
Feb.

Mar.

Dec.
Feb.

Apr.

May

Apr.
Feb.
Feb.

The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Feb.
The Kay Megaline-, by Allan Lytel Oct.
The 'Scope as a Modern Service Tool,

by Matthew Mandl Nov.
Tube Testers Mar.
TV -FM Sweep Generators Feb.
TV Kilovoltmeters,

by Rufus P. Turner Mar.
TV-Ohm-Milliameters,

by Wm. R. Wellman Mar.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Absorption Meter

McMurdo Silver "GDA" Nov.

Audio Oscillators
RCA WA54A Apr.
Superior 680 Apr.
Sylvania Apr.
Frequency & Wave Meters
Browning Labs. MJ9, MJ15, 54, 55,

55, 56, 57, 58 Apr.
McMurdo Silver 903 Wavemeter Apr.
Measurement Corp. 59 Apr.
Triplett 3256 Wavemeter Apr.
High Voltage Probes
Richard Mattison Hi-Volter Feb.
Precision TVI, TV2 Feb.
RCA WV75-A Probe Dec.
Reiner 950-5M, 950-20M, 9100.5M,

9100-20M, 9120-5M, 9120-20M, 9150-
5M, 9150-20M, 9250-20M, 9300-20M Feb.

Simpson HV260, HV221,&HV221 Feb.
Sylvania Polymeter Feb.
Impedance Bridge
A Wide -Range Impedance Bridge,

by Rufus P. Turner Nov.
Kilovolters
Beta Electronics 101, 102, 103, 121, 122 Feb.
Bradshaw 4000 Feb.
Elec. Designs Kilovoltyst Feb.
Hickok 465 Feb.
Marker Generators
Kay Electronics Mega Marker Feb.
Kay Electronics Mega Marker, Sr. Feb.
Kay Electronics Mega Pipper Feb.
Kay Electronics Megaliner Oct.
Vision TM 100 Feb.
Transvision May
Multimeters
Bradshaw 10, 30 Feb.
Chi. Indust. 312, 371, 421, 431, 432,

451A, 452, 458 Feb.
Elec. Instru. 511 Feb.
Hickok 435, 900 Feb.
Precision 40, 80, 85, 847, 858 Feb.
RCP 333, 3:14, 447, 449, 462, 4.88A Feb.
Simpson 221, 260 Feb.
Star M11, M204 Feb.
Supreme 402, 403, 404, 410, 411, 420,

430, 440, 542, 543, 592, 632, 640, 644 Feb.
Test Craft TC10 Feb.
Triplett 625NA, 630, 666HA, 2405A Feb.
Weston 697, 779 Feb.
Oscilloscopes
DuMont 164.-E Feb.
DuMont 208-B Feb.
DuMont 224-A Feb.
DuMont 241 Feb.
DuMont 274-A Feb.
Eico 400 Feb.
Feiler TS -7 Feb.
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Hickok 195-B Feb.
Hickok 505-A Feb.
Philco 7019 Feb.
Precision ES -500 Feb.
RCA WO -55A Feb.
RCA WO.55A May
RCA WO.58A Feb.
RCA WO -58A May
Supreme 650 Feb.
Supreme 660 Feb.
Sylvania 131 Feb.
Sylvania 132 Feb.
Silvania Jan.
Telemark 450-A Feb.
Vision TSW-50 Feb.
Waterman S -10-A Feb.
Waterman 5-10-9 Feb.
Waterman S -11-A Feb.
Waterman S -12-A Feb.

Resistance -Capacitance Bridges
Aerovox 76 Apr.
Aerovox 76 Aug.
Capacitance Bridges,

by Wm. R. Wellman July
McMurdo Silver 904 Apr.
McMurdo Silver 904 Aug.
Sprague Tel-Ohmike TO -3 DeLuxe Aug.
Signal Generators
Approved A-200
Bradshaw 300
ECA
Eico 315
Ferret 701
Hickok 227, 277X, 288X, 191X
Jackson 641
McMurdo Silver 906
McMurdo Silver 906
Precision E -200C
RCA 53A, WR-67A
RCP 705-A, 710, 720
Simpson 340, 415A
Supreme 661, 666, 670
Tel. Instru. Co. 1900
Triplett 3432, 3433
Square Wave Generators
Meas. Corp. 71 Feb.
Reiner 53() Feb.
Tube Testers
Hickok 533P, 533C, 533DM, 534B,

536, 538 Mar.
Precision 10-12, 10-15, 10-20, 10-22,

10-54, 612, 614, 620, 654 Mar.
RCP 316, 322, 802N, 805B Mar.
Simpson 330, 335, 555 Mar.
Star TE-1, MT -12 Mar.
Supreme 504-B, 589-A, 600, 616, 620 Mar.
Sylvania 139, 140 Mar.
Test Craft TG50 Mar.
Triplett 3413, 3480 Mar.
Weston 686-9A, 798-5 Mar.
TV Calibrator
RCA WR-39A Apr.
TV -FM Sweep Generators
Approved A-300 Feb.
Coastwise (Ferret) 720 Feb.
Coastwise 720 Aug.
Ferret 720 Aug.
Heathkit C-3 Feb.
Hickok 610A Feb.
Hickok 610A Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar -
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Kay Megasweep II Feb.
Kay Megasweep Sept.
McMurdo Silver 911 Feb.
Philco 7008 Feb.
RCA WR 59A Feb.
RCA WR 59A Apr.
RCP TeeVee 90 Feb.
Precision E-400 Feb.
Transvision SG Feb.
Transvision SG May
U.S. Television -TV -FM Feb.
Vision TSW 50 Feb.
Vision TW 50 Mar.
Elec. Designs 100 Feb.
Elec. Inst. Co. 210, 221-A Feb.
Hewlett Packard 400C, 404A Feb.
Hickok 209 Feb.
McMurdo Silver 900A Feb.
Precision EV-10 Feb.
RCA WV -65A, WV -75A, WV -95A,

195-A Feb.
RCA WV -75A Dec.
Simpson 221 Mar.
Simpson 221, 226 Feb.
Simpson 221, 226 Mar.
Supreme 574 Feb.
Sylvania 1342 Feb.
Triplett 2451 Feb.
Weston 769 Feb.

TRANSFORMER COUPLING
Phillips 3-81A (Circuit Court) June

TUBES -- Receiver
New Types & Applications
6AG5 (See Philco-Circuit Court) May
6BA6 (See Aircastle-Circuit Court) Aug
6BA6 (See Philco-Circuit Court) May
6S8GT (See Majestic -Circuit Court) Mar.
6Y6G (See Westinghouse -

Circuit Court) May
7F8 (See Philco-Circuit Court) May
7R7 (See Philco-Circuit Court) Jan.
12AT7 (See Westinghouse -

Circuit Court) June
(See Brunswick -Circuit Court)....Feb.

Hytron Miniature Tube Ref. Chart ....Apr.
Miniature Tube Base Chart Apr.
Miniature Tube Data (Raytheon

Trade Lit.) Mar.

TUNERS
Admiral 49C.82 Frequency Drift

(Circuit Court) Dec.
Browning RJ-20 FM -AM Tuner Sept.
Custom Building for High Fidelity,

by David T. Armstrong Apr.
Custom Building for High Fidelity,

by David T. Armstrong June
Espey 513 Tuner July
High Quality Analysis Series,

by C. A. Tuthill Sept.
High Quality Analysis Series,

By C. A. Tuthill Nov.
High Quality Tuner Analysis,

by T. L. Harkwell July
Meissner 9-1091 (Circuit Court) Feb.
J. W. Miller Tuner Apr.
Tuned Filters, by Rufus P. Turner Jan.

NEW PRODUCTS
[from page 27]

20,000 Ohms/Volt; Six A.C. Volt ranges from
rent ranges; Decibels; Output; and Resistance
ranges from 0 to 100 Megohms, (Compensated
0 to 6000, at 6,000 Ohms/Volt. Five D.C. Cur-
for greatest accuracy).

TV HORIZONTAL TRANSFORMERS
The addition of three horizontal deflection

output and high voltage transformers to the
Stancor line of television replacement trans-
formers has been announced by Standard
Transformer Corporation, 3850 Elston Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

Included are the A-8119, an exact duplicate
of RCA Type 211T5, for use with the 16AP4

and similar kinescopes ; the A-8127. an exact
duplicate of RCA Type 211T3, for use with
the 10BP4, and the A-8128, designed to fill
the need for a transformer between the 10"
and 16" sizes and also for use in converting a
smaller receiver to a 16" receiver.

Complete descripution and prices available
in Bulletin DBI-354.

NEW TV ANTENNA BRACKETS
General Cement (G -C) announces two Uni-

versal Mounting Brackets to make Television
Aerial Installation easier.

The No. 8000 is a universal hinged mast
bracket that can be used at any angle. Ant-
enna can be assembled in downward position
and then swung up. Only two bolts are neces
sary to tighten the mast in position. It is
made of aircraft aluminum.

The No. 8001 Chimney Mount is also uni-
versal. It is made of aluminum aircraft and
both brackets can be spread to any width
desired. These brackets can also be mounted
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on gables, corners, or flat surfaces. Holes are
provided for universal mounting. Both types
will hold masts up to 1"s" diameter.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER

The ,IFD Manufacturing Co., Inc. of 6101 -16th
Ave., Brooklyn, New York is now distributing
their new "safeTVguard" Twin Lead Lightning

Arrester designed to protect valuable television
parts against dangerous lighttning and static
charges. It is Underwriters' Laboratories ap-
proved for outdoor -indoor use.

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE

The "Spherex"--a new, fine quality, high
output, low cost, omni-directional crystal mi-
crophone- has recently been announced by
Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Michigan. A
product of E -V research -the "Sperex" is

engineered and designed for economical use
in conference recordng, round table discus-
sions, home recording, amateur radio, public
address and similar applications. Picks up
speech or music from any and all directions-
reproduces it faithfully.

BACK NUMBE
Order them now

JANUARY 1946
Applying Neg. Feedback in Audio Amps.
New Philco FM Circuit
RMA Resist. & Conds. Chart

FEBRUARY 1946
Applying Neg. Feedback in Audio Amps.
Service Market in Industrial Electronics
Ballast Tube & Plug-in Resistor Chart
JULY 1946
Distortion-Determining the Cause, Part I

Ohmmeters, Cond-Testers, Cap. -Met. Part
2 Multivibrators
SEPTEMBER 1946
Transconductance-Reading Tube Tests
How Is Your Grid Biased, Part 2
Centralized Radio Servicing
NOVEMBER 1946
The TV Opportunity-Installing & Servicing
Don't Miss "Hidden" Profits, Part I

Service Market in Industrial Electronics
DECEMBER 1946
Modernizing Sets by Using New Rectifiers
Deflection Generators in TV
Guide for Miniature Electron Tubes
Answers to FM Servicing Problems

MAY 1947
Oscillator & Power Supply Troubles
Ion -Trap in C -R Tubes
P -A System Design & Applications, Part I

JUNE 1948
Amplifier Checking by Signal Injection
Applications of Gas Type Tubes
Modern TV Kits

JULY 1947
Frequency Modulation, Part I, antenna

fundamentals & signal shifting effects
Automatic Gain Control Circs. in TV Sets
Using Conventional Sig. Gen. for FM Align.
AUGUST 1947
TV R -F Circuits Described
FM, Part 2, receiver circuit fundamentals
TV Antenna Installation Problems

FEBRUARY 1948
High Speed Servicing
Visual Alignment
Income Tax Deductions
MARCH 1948
Know Your Tube Tester
TV Power Supplies
A-C/D-C Battery Set Circuits

APRIL 1948
Video I -F Circuits & Applications
Computing What Price to Charge
Using 'Scopes For Radio Servicing
MAY 1948
FM Set Alignment Procedure
Video Detectors
How Vectors Simplify Servicing
Significance of Power Factor and Q

1 ---RADIO SERVICE DEALER MAGAZINE
342 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

RS of "RSD"
the supply is low.
JULY 1948
Television's Service Outlook
Video Amplifiers
Bad Acoustics Cured Electrically
SEPTEMBER 1948
De -emphasis In FM Set Circuits
Video Amplifiers, D -C Restorers
Simple Wattmeter
OCTOBER 1948
Projection TV
Distributed Capacitance
TV Picture Tubes
High Voltage Test Probes
NOVEMBER 1948
Sweep Generators
TV Picture Tubes
155 Loudspeakers, Voltage -Fed
Making Good TV Installations
FM -TV Antenna Mast Support
DECEMBER 1948
Checking Video & Synch Waveforms by

CRO.
Magnetic Recording
Projection Television, Part 2
FEBRUARY 1949
Test Equip. Symposium Issue:

CROs - VTVMs - Sq. Wave Generators -
Markers - Multimeters - Kilovolters -

High Voltage Probes, etc.
MARCH 1949
Test Equip. Symposium Issue:

Signal Generators - Tube Testers - etc.
Markers For Visual Alignment
TV Kilovoltmeter
Signal Generators Chart
Projection TV, Part 3
JUNE 1949
Direct View Englarging Lens
Modern Tape Recorders, Part 2
Custom Building High Fidelity Circuits,

Part 2
JULY 1949
Picture Tube High Voltage Systems
High Quality Tuner Analysis
Amateur TV Interference
AUGUST 1949
Capacitance Bridges - Operation &

Applications
Legal Opinion on TV Service "Policies"
A New TV & FM Sweep Generator
rransformerless Power Supplies
Ceramic Piezo-Electric Devices
SEPTEMBER 1949
A Klystron TV Sweep Generator
Legality of TV "Policies" Clarified
High Quality (tuner) Analysis Series
"A -D-," - Philco's Built-in TV Antenna
OCTOBER 1949
P.A. Techniques
The Kay Megaliner
16" Conversion Kit
Servicing P -E Equipment

J
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JAN. 1950 ISSUE
60 MANUFACTURERS - 900
MODELS. MOST COMPLETE,

UP-TO-DATE LISTING

Get this easy -to -use, time -saving
guide to exact replacements for
all popular television receivers.
Simplifies servicing, cuts repair -
bench time. Write us today for
your free copy.

USE MERIT TV!

ONE SOURCE FOR

TV Tape -Marked Components:
Powers, Blocking Oscillators,
Vertical Outputs, Focus Coils,

Deflection Yokes, Flybacks

USE MERIT TV!
ONE SOURCE FOR

TAPE -MARKED
TO HELP YOU1
Handy tape malt- _
ing on every
Merit TTallellOrri
eerntshows P an

hookup data 7
fOr quick refer-
ence.

ORIGINAED
BY MERTIT TRANSFORMER CORP.

Delleokon

WATCH FOR
Merit's future issues
of the TV "Repl"

Guide

NORTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILL.

TV WAVEFORM
(from page 14)
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SIGNAL PULSE DURATION
IN MICROSECONDS

B
RELATIVE SIGNAL PULSE DURATION

FOR EACH LINE

Fig. 1-5: How video signal pulse durat
illuminated line is increased. Smallest

of highest

that the areas of the signal above
and below this axis are equal.

Notice that it takes four alternate
black and white areas to form two
complete cycles. We have assumed an
extreme case where the alternate black
and white areas formed are actually
the element areas themselves. The
video frequency that is generated in
this case is a maximum and is equal
to the total number of elements
scanned per second, divided by 2.

Reference to Fig. 1-5 shows how
the duration of the electron pulse and
therefore the video frequency varies
as the beam scans the triangular image
on the ieonoscope from line 1 to line
10. Notice that the pulse is sharpest
at line 1 and broadest at line 10. Thus,
the triangle, which is assumed to con-
tain 1 element at the apex and 10
elements at the base, develops the
highest video frequency as it scans
line 1 and the lowest viedo frequency
as it scans line 10. The video fre-
quency wave form indicated in Fig.
1-1 corresponds to the scanning of a
line containing 2 light struck areas,
the second line containing twice as
many elements as the first.
Video Frequency Limits

Modern transmitting standards
specify that a given scene, or "frame",
be scanned 525 times per second. An-
other requirement is that the ratio of
the width to the height of the scanned
frame be 4/3. This is called the "aspect
ratio", and is further illustrated in
Fig. 1-6. Assuming that the dimen-
sions of each line are such that the
focused beam area fits snugly into the
vertical limits of the line as shown
in Fig. 1-5, and with the knowledge
that the width of the line is 4/3 times
the height of the picture, the total

ion or wavelength increases as area of
illuminated area produces sharp pulse
frequency.

number of elements that may be
theoretically accomodated in a line is:

525 x 4/3 = 700
The total number of elements in an

entire frame would then be:
525 x 700 = 367,500

Add to this a third transmission
requirement-that each frame be
scanned 30 times per second, we ob-
tain as the total number of elements
scanned in one second:

30 x 367,500 = 11,025,000 elements
scanned per second.

Using this value the maximum video
frequency would be:

11,025,000/ 2 = 5,512,500 cycles per
second.

However, although 525 lines are
scanned per frame, part of this scan -

Mosaic

w

4

Scanned area on mosaic-)

w 4
= = Aspect ratio

Fig. 1-6: Aspect ratio

ning time must be devoted to return-
ing the beam back to the top after it
has reached the bottom of the mosaic.
Furthermore, certain effects of beam
overlapping and losses occur which
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also reduces the effective number of
elements scanned both vertically and
horizontally. Therefore, the maximum
video frequency obtained is somewhat
less than 5,512,500 cps. Actually, a

video frequency of 4 me is about the
highest obtained. Referring to the
block diagram in Fig. 1-1, this is the
video signal which is fed into the sec-
tion marked, VI I )1:O AMPLIFIER.

As a final thought in this section it
might be pointed out that a completely
bright or black picture results in e-
sentially a d -c video signal; that is,
one which produces no silt a 1 variation
at the output terminal of tiLl.
condenser, C. However, as we shall
shortly explain, certain pulses or in-
terruptions occur in the scanning
process every sixtieth of a second, s.,
that the lower frequency limit of tilt
overall video signal must extend t,
a volue well below this figure. In prac-
tice, a theoretical video frequency
range between 30-4,000,000 cps is con-
sidered good design.

SHOP NOTES
[from page 24]

dency among set owners to shop
around for the cheapest way to get
their sets serviced.

Since most portables now -a -days,
and a number of five and ix tube
table radios, use selenium-, the -.Pry-
icer is going to find this testing a
worrysome difficulty if he isn't pre-
pared for it.

Circuit diagram of selenium tester

The author found it expedient and
more than practical to devise a means
of testing seleniums which far sur-
passes the conventional "test under
load" while the set is turned on. The
input filter may be partially open,
thus giving a false reading.

The answer was considerably aided
by the simple and inexpensive tester

AUDIC GEN
$345?KIT

'deat4441'
TELEVISION
CENERATOR

KIT

53950

car44,,'  eat (#.

$295° / 
TUBE Ch yiE C K Hz, .04,,

,

"icat.4&.t
SIGNAL

TRACER KIT

$195.0

$695°

NE .+ --,---caMka'
HANDHTESTE' OY--

I T $13.50'."..4-

Ileathkits are beautiful factory engi-
neered quality service instruments
supplied unassembled. The builder
not only saves the assembly labor
cost but learns a great deal about
the construction and features of the
instrument. This knowledge aids
materially in the use nd
nence of the equipm it d r

are ideal for and II
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eanstorrner
,I.cept it II it .ter),

all ubes, coils asked,: and cali-
brated, panelalready i  td,chassis
all punched`, forme  d plated,
every part supplied.I ...it is pro-
vided with detaileff iv -d1 man-
ual for assembly and it if,
provide the perfect o d

problem of affording .

ice equipment on a In I t t

Write for complete rald
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HEATH COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR, 12

MICHIGAN EXPORT D AUNT
Is EAST 4015 STREIT

NEW TO. lb .N
CARLE- AllI -N

TELEVISION
and FM

ACCESSORIES
TURNBUCKLES

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

g-ASZW).4)
(-'t NO 6112

NO 6150

ittr
.1142

GUY WIRE
CLAMP
so 6144

INSULATED
MAST

STAND-OFFS
31/2 and T. lenglhe'.
for twin -lead or
axial cable

ANTENNA MAST

NO. 6131
for won

SUPPORTS

NO. 6130

sss,s.;
for chimney

SERVICING
TELEVISION

TOOLS
''Nandi -Kit"

servicing
vi gcl" ctelevision

toolslac,'in

the tools needed for

leatherette
case. All

big job.

"KILOVOLTER"
MULTIPLIER

PROBE

Equipped with 15K.V. range multi-plier
. . will in-

crease the range ofa 5,000 volt range voltmeter
to 20,000volts per scale. Available
in 5,000,10,000 and 20,000 ohms per volt:

,1 .1, ire only a frit It 1 XI, T
r., Dept. RS, foi

%Due TS S\44'

msu me CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INSULINE BUILDING 36-02 35th AVENUE LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

West Coast Branch and Warehouse: 1335 South Flower Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Exclusive Canadian Sales Agents: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY, Montreal
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shown in Fig. 1. It will be noted
that a 117L7 is used in this instance
for the loading tube, although any
117 volt rectifier -pentode tube may be
used. This is to save the use of a
line resister, thus cutting down on
heat where it is not wanted in a small
space. The average shop has one or
more of these tubes around with the
rectifier section out, and the pentode
still good.

You will notice that the plate and
screen are tied together, and the input
grid is returned through the conven-

tional 470K, 1 watt resister. The
cathode is fed through the usual 150
ohm cathode bleeder, but the plate
supply is bled through a 10K, 1 -watt
resister. This resister is important
in that it controls the load of the
selenium being tested. The usual 20
/If loading condenser is also used in
this circuit.

The average portable has four tubes
(many containing five) so we must
have an equivalent load on the sele-
nium being tested in order that the
voltage drop be the same. The five

Insure BETTER Television Service to Your
Customers' Deilqized

HIGH VOLTAGE AND
ELECTROLYTIC TUBULAR

TELEVISION
CAPACITORS

Especially Engineered for Television Circuits by
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.

The economical quality line for replacement. Industrial Condenser Corp..
manufacturers of Capacitors exclusively brings you highest quality for
the particular requirements of Television at exceptionally attractive prices!
Special Capacitors are Pyroteen impregnated for low power factor, high
insulation resistance, high operating temperatures. Oil, Pyroteen, Wax
and Rlectrokytic Capacitors. Finest materials throughout.

Ask Your Jobber for our Attractive Prices Today!
Or write for Bulletin 1095. Industrial makes quality Capacitors for
Television. Radio, every electronic and industrial application-all types.

Send for Complete Catalog

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.
3243 N. CALIFORNIA AVENUE CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

Sales sages la all principal cities
Modern plant built by Industrial Con-
denser Corp., for manufacture of
Capacitors only.

r _ _ _ -WANTED' _ _ dM. OM _

GOOD LOOKING OLD CONSOLES THAT NEED A NEW "HEART'
install an

ESPEY AM/FM CHASSIS
and your favorife console is "right -up-to-date"

Rated an excellent instrument by Ameri-

ca's foremost electronic engineers. Fully

licensed under RCA patents. The photo

shows the Espey Model 511, supplied

ready to play. Equipped with tubes, an-

tenna, speaker and all necessary hard-

ware for mounting.

ATTENTION SERVICEMEN-Did you know there are over 19 million consoles waiting
to have a modern AM/FM chassis installed? Here is a gigantic sales market just wait-
ing for you to develop. Send for Espey Bulletin "19 million customers". It will tell you
how to make real money!

Write for literature SD for complete spe-
cifications on Model 511 and others.

Makers of fine radios since 1928.

TEL TRaloIgor 0.7000

508 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORE 2', N Y

tube portables draw about 67 mils,
including the filament string.

There are several brands of table
radios with selenium rectifiers which
have a plate supply drain of over a
100 mils. Since we are dealing with
portables in this instance, we will
not delve into the heavier duty tester
required for the larger seleniums.

For this simple tester, a six -prong
socket is used-preferably an Amphe-
nol, because it has little slots wing-
ing out from the pin holes-to plug
the lugs of the selenium into.

Make sure that the positive lugs
and the negative ones are always fitted
into the corresponding holes, other-
wise the selenium will be ruined. Mark
three of the socket holes with red
paint or ink to identify the positive.
Leave the other three holes unmarked.
By using the six -prong socket, it will
be no trick to fit the various types of
seleniums into the proper holes with-
out forcing the lugs too much.

A common continuity checker is
then connected to a pair of test jacks
brought out for the purpose. If the
selenium shows anything less than a
hundred volts maximum output, its
output is too low and should be re-
placed. There may be differences in
the output in various localities where
the 110 supply varies more or less.

The case for mounting this tester in
is small and compact, preferably a
discarded wireless record player oscil-
lator case, or any similar case that
can be obtained from your whole-
saler for less than a dollar.

The other parts are usually found
around any shop. They are as follows :

1 six -prong molded socket
1 octal socket for the tube
1 204 loading condenser
1 470,000, watt resister

1 10,000, 1 watt resister
1 150 ohm, 1 watt resister
1 a -c cord

1 117L7 or 117N/P7
2 pin jacks for test leads

Submitted by:
J. F. Shane

Spokane, Wash.

FIELD FINDINGS
[from page 10]

a fee. Here is the article referred to:
LIGHTNING ARRESTORS: The
primary purpose of this device from
the standpoint of insurance com-
panies and Fire Underwriters is to
protect the structure on which the
antenna is installed from lightning
and fire damage. Where contents of
a home or building are insured against
fire and lightning damage, the Fire
Underwriters consider that insurance
requirements have been met IF an
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UNDERWRITERS APPROVED
lightning arrestor is properly installed
on the antenna system. It is our under_
standing that some sets have been
struck by lightning and with con-
siderable damage resulting. So, be
sure and install an arrestor when you
put that TV antenna up.

The point brought out here is that
Insurance Companies may refuse to
pay for damages done by fire to a
house, or a TV set itself, started by
lightning hitting a TV antenna that
did not have an Underwriter Approved
lightning arrestor. Our legal counsel
gives us further advice that eventually
insurance firms may incorporate as a
standard clause in their policies that
an UP lightning arrestor MUST be
included as a part of the TV antenna
installation, and failure to do this
may eventuate in the installer him-
self being held liable for damages
accruing from such a fire as well as
denial of liability on the part of the
insurance company under its policy.

Now, with all the power at our
command, we urge all TV installers
to take this matter seriously. The
legal aspects of TV are still in the
formative stage so it is better to be
safe rather than sorry.

And, as a passing thought, because
TV is leading us into such a complex
maze of legal technicalities, with dif-
ferent cities and towns originating
their own interpretations of laws and
regulations, and with such things as
electrical requirements to contend
with, it is no wonder that once again
a trend has sprung up in the radio -TV
servicing field toward the favoring of
having the profession controlled by
some licensing method.

DOLLAR SAVERS
[from page 25]

small ads when copy is unchanged
over a long period of time. That's a
good way to save a few advertising
dollars but if the idea remains in use
too long it is wasting money. Gen-
erally a month's time should be the
absolute limit; change of copy weekly
has been proven to be much better.

12. Get near important ads .if
possible. There are certain types of
advertisements in newspapers which
have as high a reader interest as the
news columns; department store lay-
outs, for example. A small ad placed
near one of these will have much
better chance of being read by a max-
imum number of people.

/3. Pick the newspaper carefully.
Generally speaking, individual news -

FITS ANY
* Only 15/16" in dia.
* Features Clarostat stabilized

element.

* Tapers. Also with one tap.
* Knurled aluminum shaft,

standard.

THE TINY CONTROL FOR THE FULL-SIZED JOB!
* Just the thing for extra -tight spots
- Clarostat's 15/16" control. Quite
a lot smaller than the usual carbon
controls but handles the load.

And typically Clarostat construction:

CLOOSTAT

No -wiggle no -wobble aluminum
knurled shaft; velvety -smooth rota-
tion: longest -wearing element;
special alloy contact arm; easy -to -
solder tinned terminal lugs; and
QUIET! It's a honey!

* Ask your Clarostat jobber for these
15/16" controls. Ask for latest
Clarostat catalog - or write us.

eyt704./-Ried
ClAROS1AT MK. CO., INC. DOVER VW HAMPSHIRE In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., LTD.

Montreal, P. 0 , and branches

Tricraft presents ...

new "VIDIETTE'

by the ORIGINATORS of the
electrically -tuned antenna

NO PUSHING AND PULLING OF RODS
Change stations without effort....
Simply move knob to channel desired ... you are
automatically electrically tuned in and reception
comes BOOMING in.
ATTRACTIVE ...SMALL ... COMPACT
Priced for volume sales
Individually boxed ... 24 units to a carton

ShippShipping weight, 32 lbs.ing

Write for illustrated literature today
TRICRAFT ANTENNAS are available at all leading jobbers

ed.
1535 North Ashland Ave., Chicago 22, 111.

Manufacturers of complete line of Television, FM and AM antennas and occe"ories
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WHAT IS YOUR
PROBLEM?

You will
find the
answer

in

Rah°
CA°

A Handbook of 721
problems AND SOLUTIONS
Save time and trouble. Arranged under radio
and electronic headings and completely indexed
for quick reference, these problems give you
step-by-step solutions to every problem com-
monly arising in work on receivers, power sup-
plies, antennas, amplifiers, tubes, transmitters,
etc. If you are ever "stuck" on a calculation; if
you need a check on your figuring; or if you
want to refresh your memory on the formulas to
use for a certain problem-you will find your
answer quickly and easily in this book.
Good practice for your FCC exams. This book
shows you how to solve every problem requiring
mathematics in the FCC STUDY GUIDE for
licenses of all classes. You will find no better
handbook for practice in solving problems with
ease, speed and accuracy. $6.00

Just
Published

l U1°110 e

jidrgelir

0 Lido
The how's

AND WHY'S in the practical
terms of operation & servicing
This book explains the theory as well as the
techniques of television construction, operation,
and servicing in the clearest, most practical
terms. It gives the radioman all the basic infor-
mation he needs to meet the increasing demand
for skilled television technicians. It shows how
and why all modern equipment operates; in-
cludes all the essential mathematics and espe-
cially good material on antennas. $7.00

SEE THEM FREE

1 The Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11

IPlease send me a copy of the books checked
below. I agree to remit in full or return the,
books within ten days without further obligation.

1  Radio & Television Mathematics, $6.00
 Television for Radiomen, $7.00

ISigned...,

0
Address
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papers have group followings in their
cities. Make certain that the paper
being used is the one with widest
possible circulation among the group
of people who are to be reached by
your small ad.

14. Tie in small ads with other
advertising. The theme of small ads
should be carried into sign advertising
within the radio repair shop, direct
mail and wherever and wheneveer
possible.

15. Use an occasional large ad in
the series. When business has been
exceptionally good, boost the ad budget
with use of larger space but pick the
day of the week when an idea can
be put over with maximum effective-
ness and carry through the same theme
and signature of the small ad series.

16. Keep away from, familiar type
faces. Ordinarily, if no other instruc-
tions are given, small ads are set in
type styles and faces carrying a great
deal of similiarity. An off -the -beaten -
track type style helps focus more at-
tention on our small ad.

17. Watch seasons carefully. Sea-
sons of the year offer good opportu-
nity for different ideas in small ads;
changes should be made to conform
with such seasons, holidays or events
being held in one's community.

18. Call attention to these small
ads. Cutting out a small ad and past-
ing it on a large cardboard, which in
turn can be placed in the window or
at the cash register, will help to secure
more interest in the idea being pushed
in one's small ad.

TRADE FLASHES
[from page 8]

the RCA Service Company now makes
available a library copy of Service
notes and service information, at no
charge, to all service associations and
service publications. This is in addi-
tion to widespread distribution of in-
dividual copies of these notes through
RCA Victor dstributors to dealers, in-
dependent service men and service
technicians.

As another example, he cited, the
RCA Service Company's recognition
of the need for the wider dissemina-
tion of more information on television
servicing among all service men. In
a move to bring this about, Mr. Od-
dorizzi announced the organization of
a lecture series, starting in February.
RCA Service Company engineers will
conduct these informational meetings
throughout the year in every television
market. These meetings, to take place
in the evening, for the convenience of

1
1

TELEVISION KIT
featuring AGC

(Keyed automatic gain control)

for 10" or 12" KINESCOPES
Four -stage video IF-4Mc band
width. Completely assembled . . .

ready to wire. Factory tested parts
of finest make. Trouble -free wiring
diagrams permit wiring in a week -end.
Complete with all tubes,

less Kinescope $119.95
At your distributor or write
Dept. RS -I for literature

TECH -MASTER PRODUCTS CO. Now

More leading engineers and tech-
nicians have built Tech -Master for their
own use than any other Television Kit.

APPROVED!

se

U

for OUTDOOR -INDOOR USE

SAFE TkGUARD
Twin Lead

Lightning Arrester
Protects Television Sets Against
Lightning and Static Charges

$225LIST

The ONLY Twin Lead Lightning
Arrester Approved by UL for Out-
door -Indoor Installation.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL ... attaches to any grounded ob-
ject-pipe, radiator, roof, wall-at any position between
antenna and the set, indoor or outdoor.

NO WIRE STRIPPING or CUTTING or SPREADING of
lines necessary. 300 ohm impedance ... does not
unbalance line.

One Dozen To Pack- Advertised in Con -
age with FREE Self sumer Publications
Selling Display Card. To Help Your Sales
No. AT102-12 ©1950, JFD MFG. CO.. Inc.

RADIO SERVICE DEALER

MANUFACTURING ;CO.,

:6125 titth''Arotat-
,

Brooklyn
ANTENNAS 1414D ACitintitili
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Distributor

Acceptance

SOUTH BEND, IND.-"We have found Anchor TV Pre -
Amplifier to be superior in performance to anything else
on the market. It has been a profitable item on which we
have built up dealer good will."
COMMERCIAL SOUND & RADIO CO.-A. E. Kester, Pres.

PHILADELPHIA, Pk-"Anchor Booster's consistency, its high
gain and its performance in outer fringe areas have built
for it a reputation which cannot be beat in our area. The
excellency of this product has opened up many television
areas and many additional sales in Television Receivers,
their component parts and accessories."
RADIO ELECTRIC SERVICE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Albert N. Kass, Sales Manager

errrrn
has established

general acceptance and good will
for all good boosters through its own

top-notch performance!
Unanimous proven verdict of users. Anchor's engi-
neering is not approached-nor will it ever be.

The ANCHOR BOOSTER is built to help you make
the best TV installations possible for your customers.

Why then be satisfied with the ordinary? Anchor
builds demand for reliable boosters-making more
soles-adding good will. Tie Anchor Booster into
every television sale.

Here is dependability with instant soles appeal -
21/2 times average gain (Voltage Ratio), guaran-
teed coverage of low and high band - precision
with beauty-pride in having the best!

Get in touch with your jobber-
or write ANCHOR

"ANCHOR ENGINEERING ALWAYS A YEAR AHEAD"

up ANCHOR
RADIO CORP.

V-P221S S. St. Louis Ave.
Chicago 23, III.

$1.00 to $5.00 PAID
for "SHOP NOTES"

Write up any "kinks" or "tricks -of -
the -trade" in radio servicing that you
have discovered. We will pay from $1
to $5 for such previously unpublished
"SHOP NOTES" found acceptable.
Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor,"
RADIO SERVICE DEALER, 342 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Unused manu-
scripts cannot be returned unless accom-
panied by stamped and addressed re-
turn envelope.

independent service men as well as
RCA Victor dealers, will be held un-
der the auspices of RCA Victor dis-
tributors.

Electronic Blackboard

For a long time the efficiency of
electronic training programs has been
hampered by the lack of sufficiently
large display of oscilloscope wave-
forms. Just released for civilian use
by permission of the U.S. Navy, the
new T-602 Projection Oscilloscope,
manufactured by Television Equip-
ment Corporation, 238 William Street,
New York '1,N. Y., provides an excel-
lent solution to this problem.

TUBE CHECKERS
[from page 20]

plest method of checking a tube
dynamically is to insert it in a re-
ceiver socket and observe its perform-
ance either by comparing the audible
signal obtained with that produced
by a normal tube or by visual obser-
vation of the signal reading on an
output meter. This procedure is usual-
ly inconvenient; indeed in many cases
it is impossible due to the large num-
ber of types in current use.

*There are several types of dynamic
testers on the market, and we shall
have to limit our discussion to a bare
outline of the principles involved.
Referring to Fig. 6, you will find a
simplified diagram showing the meth-
od of measuring dynamic transcon-
ductance. Suitable voltages are applied
to the grid, screen and plate. These
voltages are controlled by the potentio-
meters shown in the sketch, and volt-
meters are used for reading the values.
An a -c milliammeter of the dynamo-
meter type is connected in the plate
circuit. A small a -c voltage is now
applied to the grid by means of the
transformer T. Application of this
voltage will result in a reading of the
plate meter; the normal current will
not be indicated because the meter
reads only the a -c component. If the
a -c grid voltage is 1 volt, the trans -
conductance is equal to the plate
current multiplied by 1,000. In an-
other version of this type of checker,
a 5 kc signal is applied to the grid,
and a filter is used to remove all but
the 5 kc component from the plate
current.

In one dynamic tester an a -c volt-
age is applied to the grid; this voltage
is controlled by the potentiometer, P
in the drawing of Figure 7. The
"See R.S.D. Dec. 1947-"The Eleotronablic
Teeter."

t

t'AUTO
RADIO VIBRATORS
444 ea:am& Stack 51la4414

i.

A COMPLETE LINE OF VIBRATORS...

Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Oper-
ated Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Pre-
cision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stackit Spacers for Longer Lasting Life.

Backed by more than 17 years of experience
in Vibrator Design, Develop-
ment, and Manufacturing.

ATR PIONEERED IN THE
VIBRATOR FIELD.

NEW
VIBRATOR GUIDE

FREE

4z4 -z

"A"BATTERY

ELIMINATORS

for DEMONSTRATING AND
TESTING AUTO RADIOS

New Models ... Designed for testing D. C. Electrical Ap.
paroles on Regular A. C. Lines. Equipped with Fart- Wave
Dry Disc Type Rectifier, Assuring Noiseless, Interference -Free
Operation and Extreme Long Life and Reliability.

KNEWNEWuTEDREASTIGuNRSE

V NEW MODELS
0"A" Battery Elirnimter, DC -AC Inverters,

Auto Radii. Vibrators
See yeses yeaes ow awes nweim

AMERICAN TELEVISION S. RADIO CO.

Qtrala'y 5e,fet /(7.5/
SAINT PAUL I MINNESOTA-U.S.A.
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ATLANTIC CITY'S

IDEAL CONVENTION HOTEL

Exceptional Convention Facilities adap-
table to smell, medium or large groups.
Ample Meeting, Banquet and Exhibition
Rooms. Wonderful location Boardwalk
opposite Steel Pier. Write Convention
Manager TODAY.

The Strand features Spacious Colorful
Lounges-Open and Inclosed Solaria-
Salt Water Bath in rooms-Garage on
premises. Courteous Personnel.

When in Atlantic City visit

Famous Fiesta Lounge
Food for Epicures

Exclusive Penna. Avenue and Boardwalk.

TRANI)

NOW! Everything you want to know
about ...

315
Illustrations,

many in
1I Full Color

New! Illustrated! Authoritative!
Includes COLOR TELEVISION
Just off the press; a GOLD MINE OF INFORMATION
about television servicing and trouble - shooting, fully
illustrated, clearly explained. It's a complete, up-to-the-
minute explanation of television, including UHF, Color
TV, new adapters, converters and practical applications.
Shows you step-by-step, how to repair, adjust, align,
service all makes ... how to locate and correct troubles
in a hurry. Edited by COYNE television experts. Easy -
to -follow instructions. The perfect reference book and
practical working guide for radio and TV servicemen
and retailers, broadcasters, instructors, students, indus-
trial libraries . . . for everyone interested in keeping
up with the swift advance of modern television. At your
book dealer or get your copy today on 7 -Day Trial Offer.

SEND NO MONEY
Send nno money.iLuystpofill out harnmdi;

firEplus C.G.D. posfage. After
INSPECT 7 DAYS 7 full days, you must be satisfied

turn for pro:mut refund. NaAT OUR RISK - geld Mail coupon TODAY!

ORDER TODAY-TRIAL OFFER COUPON
I Educational gook Publishing Division

2:0111.E.1iELECTRICALgetui. toRtgig SCHOOL
YES! Rush your new PRACTICAL TELEVISION SERVICING

11.

II end Trouble -Shooting Manual on trial offer. I will pay post-
man $4.26 plus postage. Book may be returned in '7 days far

prompt refund.

I Name.

Address

I City Zone State
4] I nm enclosing $4.26. You pay postage. Same Money -BackL oarantee
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switch Swi controls the magnitude
of the applied electrode voltages, and
Sw2 connects the appropriate load
resistor into the plate circuit. Note
that a.c. is applied to all electrodes.
Now, if the electrodes voltages are
properly phased, the tube under test
is swept through a path of operation
which covers a wide range of plate
family characteristic curves. Its per-
formance is not measured, for in-
stance, at one value of grid voltage
but over a wide range of such values
from a very low value to a value ap-
proaching overload. The d -c meter
in the plate circuit averages all of the
values obtained and gives an overall
measure of the merit of the tube.

To use the phraseology of another
manufacturer,*
"This checker places proper relative
voltages on all elements of the tube
under test, then applies a signal to
the grid and measures the effect of
this signal on the plate current, as
indicated on the meter. Circuit con-
stants are arranged by switching, so
that each tube type is working into
a plate load which is adapted to its
type, and enough current is drawn
to reject poor tubes and yet not dam-
age good tubes, unless they are left
under test for an excessive period of
time.
`This test, then, measures first the
emission of the tube and by means of
the AC signal on the grid, reads the
change in plate current resulting from
a change in grid voltage, which is
directly proportional to mutual con-
ductance. Thus we get a reading which
is proportional to the emission of the
tube (its most essential characteris-
tic) ; to mutual conductance, and
which is influenced by other tube
characteristics such as leakage, gas
plate resistance, power output, etc.
On the average we get coordination
of 85% between tubes picked out on
this tube checker and readings taken
on laboratory bridges."

Editor's Note
There is no tube checker made that

will give an absolute check of all
variables of a tube. An inexpensive
tube checker may give a 90% check
of a tube; a moderately priced "serv-
ice -type" checker -95%; and the most
expensive type of laboratory checker
about 98%.

In the final analysis, the true test
of a tube's quality is the operation of
the tube in the receiver itself. There-
fore, we arrive at the interesting con-
clusion that, as a tube checker, a re-
ceiver is worth many thousands of
dollars, which is what a laboratory
type of tube tester is worth.
 J. H. Canning-Sylvania

TECHNICAL WRITERS
WANTED

for articles on
AM - FM - TV - SOUND

Radio Service Dealer Magazine
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

TECHNICIANS AVAILABLE
Carefully selected group of trained men, grad

uates of reliable and well established trade school
now available to fill positions in the Radio or

Refrigeration field. Willing to travel anywhere.
Why not fill that vacancy with an efficient and

reliable man. Write Eastern Technical School,
888 Purchase Street, New Redford, Mass.

TRAINED MEN

ARE AVAILABLE!
Each month C.T.I. graduates ambitious

young men who haVe completed an inten-
sive course in Radio and Television main-
tenance and repairing. Their training has
been practical. They've learned by working
on modern equipment under personal, ex-
pert supervision. If you need a trained tech-
nician, we invite you to write for an out-
line of our course, and for a prospectus
of the graduate. (No fees, of course).
Address :

Placement Manager, Dept. P105 -I
COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE

1400 Greenleaf Chicago 26

AD INDEX
Alliance Manufacturing Co. 6

American Television & Radio Co. 39

Anchor Radio Corp. 39
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Standard Coil Products Inc. 9

Strand Hotel 40

Sylvania Elec. Prod., Inc. 3

Tech -master Products Co. 38

Tricraft Products Co. 37

Triplett Elec. Instru. Co. 2
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"The Professional Radioman's Magazine"-

published monthly. All articles are exclusive

and timely. Practically every issue is worth

what an entire I year subscription costs.

Service Dealer%

Form A Group,
Subscribe to "Mir -

SAVE Up to $1.00 each.

* The more in a group the bigger the savings.
6 men in a group save $1.00 each; 4 men groups
save $ .75 per man. Present "RSD" subscribers
may participate in or form a group with co-
workers, or even competitors. Still active sub-
scriptions are automatically extended I year.

Start a Group today! The timely and exclusive
technical data appearing in future issues of

"RSD" will make this the best investment you
ever made. The special Group Rate offer may
be withdrawn at any time-so hurry.

lise This CO11111011 For Convenience

(The coupon below can be used for from I to 6 subscription

TEAR OUT -MAN. TODAY

RADIO SERVICE -DEALER MAGAZINE
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Please enter I year subscription orders for the name-,
given below. Our remittance is enclosed.

NOTE: If you do not wish to tear this order blank out, just print or
type the information on a single sheet of paper, following the style
given. Each subscriber's orcuoatIon must be clearly described.

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name.
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

orders. Use it today!)

In U.S.A.
& Canada

Foreign
Rates

 One I -year subscription $2.00 $3.0
 Two I -year subscriptions, each 1.75 2.7:
 Three I -year subscriptions, " I .50 2.5C
 Four I -year subscriptions, 1.25
 Five 1 -year subscriptions, 1.10 2.0t,
 Six I -year subscriptions, 1.00 1.5C

Name.
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Address

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 

Name
Addres=,

Describe Title or Position and Type of Business

State whether a New Subscriber  or Renewal Order 



ANOTHER MILESTONE IN

...the new RCA-16GP4 short

metal -cone kinescope with

"Filterglass" face plate

RAD/0 CORPORATION of AMERICA
laNCTRON TUNES HARRISON. N.J.

deriliON rgfrecg
UNCEASING RESEARCH in television tubes by RCA
engineers is responsible for the development of the
new, short 1 6GP4 metal kinescope.

This 16 -inch -diameter tube is actually 5116" shorter
than the 1 OBP4 . . . nearly 5" shorter than the 1 6 AP4.
Thus, greater flexibility and compactness is made possi-
ble in receiver and cabinet design.

Also, a superior picture is realized from the RCA
"Filterglass" face plate. Picture contrast is improved
by minimizing the effects of reflected room light, and of
light reflections within the face plate itself.

RCA's engineering leadership adds value beyond
price to the RCA tubes you sell. And you benefit directly
from this continued research by the new enterprises
which it creates.

Always keep in touch with your RCA Tube Distributor


